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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In the video above, John Campbell, Ph.D., a retired nurse educator, compares the contradictions

between the World Health Organization's directives regarding the need for COVID shots in Africa

and the actual situation on the ground.

As of December 12, 2022, the WHO was still calling on all countries to get the COVID jab into at

least 70% of their populations.  Its original deadline for meeting this 70% threshold was mid-2022,

but by June 2022, only 58 of 194 member states had reached this target.

According to the WHO, jab supplies, technical support and Pnancial support were lacking during the

early days of the injection campaign but, now, those obstacles have been resolved. As a result, all

countries now have the ability to meet the global target of 70%.

Low Jab Rates Threaten Low-Income Countries, WHO Claims

The "overarching challenge" right now is the administration of the shots, actually "getting shots into

arms."  To address that, the WHO suggests integrating COVID-19 injection services "with other

immunization services and alongside other health and social interventions." This, they say, will

maximize impact and "build long-term capacity."

The WHO also stresses that "As people's risk perception of the virus wanes, careful risk

communication and community engagement plans need to be adapted to enhance demand for

vaccination." To ensure low-income countries get onboard to meet the 70% target, the WHO also

launched The COVID-19 Vaccine Delivery Partnership in January 2022.

This is an international effort "to intensify country readiness and delivery support" in 34 countries

with low COVID jab uptake. Partners include UNICEF, Gavi and the World Bank. According to the

WHO:

"Despite incremental success since its launch in January 2022, low and lower-middle

income countries are facing di<culties to get a step change in vaccination rates.

This represents a serious threat to the fragile economic recovery, including due to the risk

of new variants creating large waves of serious disease and death in populations with low

vaccination coverage.

It also means accelerating the delivery of other COVID-19 tools and treatments is a crucial

priority to help the world build up multiple layers of protection against the virus. Concerted

and urgent action from countries, international partners and agencies, along with G20

Finance Ministers is required to increase vaccination levels and expedite access."

In short, the WHO is really concerned that countries with low COVID jab rates will suffer lest they

meet or exceed the target goal of jabbing 70% of their populations. But what is that concern based

on? Certainly not the real world.

WHO's Statements Contradict Real-World Situations

The statements made by the WHO contradict a number of real-world situations. For starters, while

developed nations with high jab rates struggled with COVID-19 throughout much of 2021 and 2022,

Africa avoided this fate, despite its single-digit jab rate.

Scientists are said to be "mysti'ed" as to how Africa fared so well, completely ignoring data

showing that the more COVID shots you get, the higher your risk of contracting COVID and ending

up in the hospital.

Over the past year, researchers have been warning that the COVID jabs appear to be dysregulating

and actually destroying people's immune systems, leaving them vulnerable not only to COVID but

also other infections.  It stands to reason, then, that Africa with its low injection rate would not be

burdened with COVID cases brought on by dysfunctional immune systems.

Secondly, variants have gotten milder (less pathogenic) with each iteration, albeit more infectious

(i.e., they spread easier). So why is the WHO worried about "the risk of new variants creating large

waves of serious disease and death in populations with low vaccination coverage"? What is that

"risk" based on?

And, since COVID infection keeps getting milder, and has had a lethality on par with or lower than

inauenza  ever since mid-2020 at the latest, why is it still a "crucial priority" to accelerate

delivery of COVID treatments?

As a reminder, according to a September 2, 2020 study in Annals of Internal Medicine, the overall

noninstitutionalized infection fatality ratio for COVID was a mere 0.26%. Below 40 years of age, the

infection fatality ratio was just 0.01%. Meanwhile, the estimated infection fatality rate for seasonal

inauenza is 0.8%.

Report From Uganda

Campbell goes on to cite a large-scale survey by a community health partner in Uganda, which

surveyed doctors, nurses and medical odcers across the country, and "basically, they don't see any

COVID anymore," he says.

They're not getting the jab and they're not getting tested for COVID either. There's no need, because

no one is getting sick with COVID — at least not to the point they need medical attention.

The Ugandan government has even stopped publishing COVID guidelines. From their perspective,

the pandemic is over. The same sentiment appears common in other African countries as well.

Given the situation on the ground, is it really a pressing need to jab 30 million people in Uganda

against a disease they're not getting sick from?

What Uganda does need is malaria treatments, mosquito nets, clean drinking water and antibiotics.

"That is what the priorities on the ground seem to be," Campbell says. So, what's with the apparent

disconnect between the WHO's priorities and what's actually happening in areas with low COVID jab

rates? The WHO's Catastrophic Contagion exercise  clues us in.

The Disconnect Reveals the WHO's True Intentions

October 23, 2022, the WHO, Bill Gates and Johns Hopkins cohosted a global challenge exercise

dubbed "Catastrophic Contagion,"  involving the outbreak of a novel pathogen called "severe

epidemic enterovirus respiratory syndrome 2025" (SEERS-25).

Tellingly, this tabletop exercise was focused on getting African leadership involved and trained in

following the pandemic script. Participants included 10 current and former health ministers and

senior public health odcials from Senegal, Rwanda, Nigeria, Angola and Liberia. (Representatives

from Singapore, India and Germany, as well as Gates himself, were also in attendance.)

African nations just so happened to go "off script" more often than others during the COVID

pandemic and didn't follow in the footsteps of developed nations when it came to pushing the jabs.

As a result, vaccine makers now face the problem of having a huge control group, as the COVID jab

uptake on the African continent was only 6%.

They cannot reasonably explain how or why Africa ended up faring so better than developed

nations with high COVID jab rates in terms of COVID-19 infections and related deaths.

“ The WHO's pandemic treaty is the gateway to a
global, top-down totalitarian regime. But to secure
that power, they will need more pandemics.”

The WHO desperately needs to get rid of this control group, so they're enlisting and training African

leaders how to push for widespread vaccination using the WHO's talking points. This, I believe, is

the only reason the WHO is still speaking about COVID-19 in catastrophic terms.

The WHO Needs Additional Pandemics to Secure Its Power Grab

At this point, it's quite clear that "biosecurity" is the chosen means by which the globalist cabal

intends to usher in its one world government. The WHO is working on securing sole power over

pandemic response globally through its international pandemic treaty which, if implemented, will

eradicate the sovereignty of member nations.

The WHO's pandemic treaty is basically the gateway to a global, top-down totalitarian regime. But

to secure that power, they will need more pandemics. COVID-19 alone was not enough to get

everyone onboard with a centralized pandemic response unit, and they probably knew that from the

start.

So, the reason we can be sure there will be additional pandemics, whether manufactured using fear

and hype alone or an actual bioweapon created for this very purpose, is because the takeover plan,

aka The Great Reset, is based on the premise that we need global biosecurity surveillance and a

centralized response.

Biosecurity, in turn, is the justiPcation for an international vaccine passport, which the G20 just

signed on to, and that passport will also be your digital identiPcation. That digital ID, then, will be

tied to your social credit score, personal carbon footprint tracker, medical records, educational

records, work records, social media presence, purchase records, your bank accounts and a

programmable central bank digital currency (CBDC).

Once all these pieces are fully connected, you'll be in a digital prison, and the ruling cabal —

whether odcially a one world government by then or not — will have total control over your life from

cradle to grave.

The WHO's pandemic treaty is what sets this chain of events off, as it will have the power to

implement vaccine passports globally once the treaty is signed. The WHO will also have the power

to mandate vaccines, standardize medical care and issue travel restrictions.

This treaty will likely pass this year, which means the WHO will either need to ramp up the COVID

narrative again, or switch to another pandemic in order to justify these kinds of actions.

The Pandemic Treaty Is the Death Knell to Freedom Worldwide

It's important to realize that the WHO's pandemic treaty will radically alter the global power

structure and strip you of some of your most basic rights and freedoms. It's a direct attack on the

sovereignty of its member states, as well as a direct attack on your bodily autonomy.

Once signed, all member nations will be subject to the WHO's dictates. If the WHO says every

person on the planet needs to have a vaccine passport and digital identity to ensure vaccination

compliance, then that's what every country will be forced to implement, even if the people have

rejected such plans using local democratic processes.

There's also reason to suspect the WHO intends to extend its sovereign leadership into the health

care systems of every nation, eventually implementing a universal or "socialist-like" health care

system as part of The Great Reset. WHO Director-General Tedros has previously stated that his

"central priority" as director-general of the WHO is to push the world toward universal health

coverage.

Prediction: Climate Lockdowns Are Next

Considering the WHO changed its dePnition of "pandemic" to "a worldwide epidemic of a disease,"

without the original speciPcity of severe illness that causes high morbidity,  just about anything

could be made to Pt the pandemic criterion. This means that once they're in power, they won't need

to rely exclusively on pathogenic threats.

They could also declare a global pandemic for a noninfectious threat, like global warming, for

example. Such a declaration would then allow the WHO to circumvent laws that are in place to

preserve our freedom, and allow for the implementation of tyrannical measures such as lockdowns

and travel restrictions.

Indeed, the notion of "climate lockdowns" has already been publicly aouted on multiple occasions.

As reported by The Pulse:

"Climate lockdowns and other restrictions will be framed as saving the people of the world

from themselves. Who would ever disagree with such measures when it is framed under

the guise of good will?

Like we saw with COVID mandates, if climate mandates ever take place they will be

promoted as an extremely noble and necessary action. Those who disagree and present

evidence that such actions are not useful or impactful, and instead cause more harm, will

most likely be silenced, censored and ridiculed …

What would a climate lockdown look like? Well, if such an initiative were to take place,

governments would limit or ban the consumption of many foods. They would ban or limit

private-vehicle use, or limit the distance one can travel in a gas powered car or perhaps

even by plane.

Working from home could eventually become the permanent norm if special carbon taxes

are put in place. Such taxes could be imposed on companies, limiting driving or air miles,

and extend to individual employees … Schools, especially those heavily inRuenced by

teachers' unions, could impose permanent online-only days."

OPcials Around the World Have Suggested Climate Lockdowns

As noted by The Pulse, a number of odcials around the world have voiced support for climate

lockdowns, completely ignoring the devastating effects the COVID lockdowns have already had.

This just goes to show lockdowns were never about public health and never will be.

Among the climate lockdown enthusiasts we have Germany's health minister Karl Lauterbach, who

in December 2020 proclaimed that addressing climate change would require restrictions on

personal freedom, similar to those implemented to "aatten the curve" of COVID.

British economics professor Mariana Mazzucato is another advocate for climate lockdowns, who in

September 2020 warned that "In the near future, the world may need to resort to lockdowns again —

this time to tackle a climate emergency."

We also have the statements of Bill Gates  and the Red Cross,  both of which in 2020 claimed that

climate change poses a greater threat to mankind than COVID, and must be confronted with the

same urgency and resolve. The World Economic Forum (WEF), the United Nations and the WHO

have also published articles stating their intent to "Pght climate change" by shutting down society.

Notably, in "How to Fight the Next Threat to Our World: Air Pollution," published by the WEF  and co-

written by the director of WHO's Environment and Health Department, it's suggested that health and

climate issues be combined into one. As noted in that article:

"We can confront these crises more effectively and fairly if we address them as one — and

foster support across all sectors of the economy … COVID-19 has proven humanity's inbuilt

ability to rise up and act to protect the health of our most vulnerable people. We need to do

the same with air pollution."

Recall, as I mentioned above, if the WHO has sole power over global health, combining health and

climate issues will automatically give the WHO the de facto power to issue climate lockdowns.

Some claim climate lockdowns have already begun,  with the random shutting off of people's

power even though there's no actual outage — sort of slow-walking people into accepting that the

lights won't always turn on.

That the WHO will jump at the opportunity to implement climate lockdowns can also be seen in the

WHO Manifesto for a Healthy Recovery From COVID-19, which states:

"The 'lockdown' measures that have been necessary to control the spread of COVID-19

have slowed economic activity, and disrupted lives — but have also given some glimpses of

a possible brighter future.

In some places, pollution levels have dropped to such an extent that people have breathed

clean air, or have seen blue skies and clear waters, or have been able to walk and cycle

safely with their children — for the Urst times in their lives.

The use of digital technology has accelerated new ways of working and connecting with

each other, from reducing time spent commuting, to more Rexible ways of studying, to

carrying out medical consultations remotely, to spending more time with our families.

Opinion polls from around the world show that people want to protect the environment, and

preserve the positives that have emerged from the crisis, as we recover …

Decisions made in the coming months can either "lock in" economic development patterns

that will do permanent and escalating damage to the ecological systems that sustain all

human health and livelihoods, or, if wisely taken, can promote a healthier, fairer, and

greener world."

This manifesto also lays out many other aspects of The Great Reset agenda, including smart cities,

travel restrictions, new food systems, a complete transition to green energy and more. But again,

the thing that will really facilitate all of these changes is to have a centralized powerbase, and that

is the WHO.

What Can You Do?

Stopping the WHO pandemic treaty will be didcult, as the World Health Assembly may or may not

even accept public comment before making a decision. Your best bet right now is to sign up for the

World Council for Health's (WCH) newsletter.

The last time the World Health Assembly met to discuss the treaty, the WCH issued links and

instructions on how to submit your comment. You can subscribe at the bottom of this page, or on

the WCH's home page. I and the CHD will also share details if they become available, so subscribing

to our newsletters can give you a heads-up as well.

In the absence of instructions, you could reach out to your respective delegation and request that

they oppose the treaty. A list of U.S. delegates can be found in James Roguski's Substack article,

"Speaking Truth to Power."

For contact information for other nations' delegates, I would suggest contacting the regional odce

and ask for a list (see "Regions" in the blue section at the bottom of the World Health Assembly's

webpage).
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Why Has COVID Spared Africa?
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola # Fact Checked

There are clear contradictions between the World Health Organization’s directives regarding the need for COVID shots in Africa and the actual

situation on the ground

$

The WHO is still calling on all countries to get the COVID jab into at least 70% of their populations, and warns that developing countries are at grave

risk due to low jab rates. Meanwhile, Africa, where less than 6% of the population is jabbed, has fared far better than countries with high injection

rates. A large-scale survey in Uganda also shows COVID is no longer a clinical issue

$

Variants have also gotten milder (less pathogenic) with each iteration, yet the WHO warns that new variants may create “large waves of serious

disease and death in populations with low vaccination coverage”

$

The explanation for the disconnect between the WHO’s priorities and what’s happening in Africa can be explained when you look at the focus of the

WHO’s Catastrophic Contagion exercise. It focused on getting African leadership trained in following the pandemic script. The WHO needs additional

pandemics in order to justify its pandemic treaty, which will give it sole power to dictate countermeasures, and it needs to eliminate the African

control group, which shows the COVID “vaccines” do more harm than good

$

The WHO also has every intention of implementing climate lockdowns once it has the power to do so. To that aim, the WHO’s director of Environment

and Health has suggested combining health and climate issues into one

$
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Say the dam word Ivermectin ! Africa gave it to everyone to stop River blindness.
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If I'm not mistaken. they take HCQ which is called the "Sunday Pill" because it's taken 1x/wk on Sunday. It was surprising to me

that this article didn't contain that information which, in my opinion is key to their success which is why I'm now using it as well

as a prophylaxsis.
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HCQ for malaria. When I was in the service we had to take it when deployed to certain locations overseas. In Africa it is the

norm...
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Onchocerciasis (River blindness) is the second major infectious cause of blindness in Africa, behind cataracts. The Global

Burden of Disease Study estimated in 2017 that there were 20.9 million prevalent O volvulus infections worldwide. The aies that

are to blame for the disease know no geographic boundaries—onchocerciasis elimination requires strong cross border

collaborations to avoid transmission. The Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), South Sudan, and Uganda are all making efforts

to eliminate it. Uganda is the nearest to that goal and DRC is following suit. South Sudan is not yet on course. Current

onchocerciasis disease projections, which do not account for excess mortality of sighted individuals with heavy microPlarial

loads, underestimate disease burden.

Long-term annual ivermectin treatment is highly effective at reducing both the morbidity and mortality associated with

onchocerciasis, and this result is not greatly inauenced by treatment coverage and compliance. By contrast, impact on

microPlarial prevalence and intensity is highly dependent on baseline endemicity, treatment coverage and systematic

non-compliance. parasitesandvectors.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/1756-3305-7-241  (2014)

www.bmj.com/.../bmj.m155.full  (2020) NEW EVIDENCE THAT MASS TREATMENT WITH IVERMECTIN HAS HALTED SPREAD

OF RIVER BLINDNESS IN TWO NIGERIAN STATES; SEPARATE STUDY SHOWS DRUG’S POTENTIAL TO INTERRUPT WEST NILE

VIRUS TRANSMISSION IN US astmhpressroom.Ples.wordpress.com/2021/11/Pr_astmh-ivm_rb_wnv-releas..  (2021)
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An estimated 217.5 million people worldwide require mass drug administration with ivermectin. More than 99% of all cases of

onchocerciasis are found in sub-Saharan Africa, but some small foci have also occurred in the Americas and in Yemen. The

infection causes skin lesions, severe itching, eye disease, including visual impairment that can lead to blindness; hence the

common name, 'river blindness' Ivermectin has been the main tool in the Pght against onchocerciasis, in most programs, it is

delivered to communities once a year, usually by CDTI. In Africa, the targeted therapeutic coverage for MDA was 65% and

geographical coverage of 100% of the meso- and hyper-endemic areas.However, with the shift from control to elimination,

therapeutic coverage target was adjusted from 65% to 80% so as to meet the criteria for elimination, and 100% geographic

coverage in all endemic areas.

The OEPA adopted ivermectin MDA twice or four times per year, with at least 85% coverage of the eligible population in all

endemic communities. The Ministry of Health personnel conducted MDA. All individual foci were subjected to the three phases

of elimination before a request was made to WHO for veriPcation of elimin www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC7548320  (2020)

www.sciencedirect.com/.../S0001706X20309918  (2021) NEW EVIDENCE THAT MASS TREATMENT
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My wife and I came down with covid early on --before it even had a name-- in January 2020. Our town was hit hard, closed some

hospital departments with the "au". Later, Red Cross blood bank tests indicated it was covid. We didn't recover much... had

lingering fatigue, slept 12 - 14 hours daily; she had a heart attack; lost our senses of taste and smell. After two years of long

haulers, we tried the Frontline Doctors recommendation of Ivermectin. Had a hard time getting it. Our pharmacy refused to Pll it

even after our doc prescribed it. Eventually, I was able to get some, and with just two doses, saw dramatic improvement. I

continued for a couple of weeks at 0.4mg/kg. I now have my old energy back, sleep 6 - 8 hours daily, and skip afternoon naps.

She still sleeps about 10 hours a day, but wakes refreshed and energetic. It has WORKED for us!
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kingsleyT-Ivermectin was used as a preventative for many diseases and those who took it for parasites had lower chances of

getting Covid. Also it costs pennies per dose compared to traditional non working expensive medications which did nothing to

prevent transmission/infections rates. pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33795896  AND then this happens because of WHO's

intervention and no other reason. iafrica.com/ivermectin-no-longer-allowed-to-treat-covid-19-in-south-af..
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Two additional possibilities: (1) Many in Africa are taking or have taken hydroxychloroquin to Pght malaria. In fact, it is sold over

the counter and may have been a prophylactic to ward off Covid-19. (2) Many Africans probably had a bout with Covid-19, got

over it and thus developed natural immunity which has been proven to be far more effective than the mRNA gene therapy

injections Strange that government authorities did not count the number of cases.
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Congratulations to Dr Mercola for featuring John Campbell PhD. He has absolutely not been a fool during the plandemic. When

Mercola Prst started using his videos I thought they were of limited value, however they have been an invaluable resource for

sifting out the wheat from the chaff, the facts from opinions, the truth from the lies and for some people to denigrate him by

calling him a fool is extremely disrespectful and foolish. It has been very gratifying to see how Campbell has had his eyes

opened over the last few years. I was talking with someone yesterday who appreciates his sarcasm and gestures like throwing

up the papers on his desk up into the air.

If I recall correctly that was about the ridiculous position the BBC had taken on one issue. I am sure that his contributions have

helped many people slowly come to understand many of the issues that the mainstream media have been wilfully ignoring and

also deliberately misinforming in collusion with all the other bad actors. I hope that he will come to add to his knowledge of

medical science and unlearn all the lies, damned lies and "statistics", the pseudo-science, the doctored dog turd words that

Rockefeller medicine has promulgated over the last 100+ years.

rumble.com/v1hu7xr-the-truth-about-ivermectin-a-new-short-documentary-..  Mikki Willis Film The Truth About Ivermectin.
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Never mind the lack of initial data. How could someone who promoted taking a drug without any long term safety studies be

considered trustworthy?
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The africans knew from the start that this was a scam. They are naturally skeptical of anything that the "white man" forces on them.

President Magafuli of Tanzania sent in samples of goat, papaya, car oil and other things, and all tested positive in a so-called covid

test. Unfortunately, very soon afterwards, President Magafuli's death was announced after weeks of uncertainty over his health and

whereabouts.He was only 61 years old. In South Africa, the people did not trust all the shenanigans of masks, lockdown etc. How were

they supposed to keep any distance to the next person in cramped living quarters, transport to work, etc.? Many prefer to consult witch

doctors for all ailments and even personal problems.  Africa is plagued with malaria. My theory is that the malaria meds are similar to,

if not actually, ivermectin. Their immune systems had no problem with this covid infection.
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Why should Africans trust the pharmaceutical companies after all the horriPc testing that has been done on that continent that

could never have been approved in more developed countries?
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cakesjean, Your problem is you're too nice! Law is very speciPc, so for our side which is gaining political power to hopefully act

against such crimes against humanity, I object to our side using such soft terms as "shenanigans" (nonexistent in legal

dictionaries nor in criminal code) which is displacing legal terms such as culpabilities for crimes against humanity because

commission of shenanigans is not speciPcally a punishable crime under law while murder and genocide are actionable.
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Yes, Africans by not getting vaccinated are getting rid of Covid, but unfortunately imperialism will promote hunger and misery.

According to Professor Michel Chossudovsky of the Center for Research on Globalization, the closure of the world economy, the

blockade imposed on more than 190 countries, has triggered an unprecedented process of global indebtedness. Governments

are now under the control of global creditors in the post-COVID era. The IMF, the World Bank, and world leaders knew all too well

what the impact would be on the world's poor of shutting down the global economy through COVID-related lockdowns. The Wall

Street Journal stated that the IMF and World Bank faced a deluge of requests for help from dozens of the poorest countries

seeking bailouts and loans from Pnancial institutions with $1.2 trillion to lend.

Oxfam and Development Finance International (DFI) have also revealed that 43 of the 55 member states of the African Union

are facing cuts in public spending. In 2021, an Oxfam review of IMF COVID-19 loans showed that 33 African countries were

encouraged to pursue austerity policies. The poorest countries in the world must to cover the costs of their food imports. When

the capitalist is unable to reinvest sudciently (due to decreased demand for commodities, lack of investment opportunities and

markets, etc.), wealth (capital) accumulates in excess, devalues, and the system breaks down.

crisis. To avoid crisis, capitalism requires constant growth, markets, and sudcient demand. Credit markets expanded and

personal debt rose to keep up with consumer demand as workers' wages contracted. Financial deregulation ensued and

speculative capital was allowed to exploit new areas, countries and investment opportunities. The strategy of completely

dismantling and privatizing health and wellness services seems increasingly likely given the need to rein in (COVID-related)

public debt and the trend towards AI, workplace automation and unemployment.
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We are currently witnessing an acceleration of the corporate consolidation of the entire global agri-food chain. Hi-tech/big data

conglomerates, including Amazon, Microsoft, Facebook and Google, have joined traditional agribusiness giants such as

Corteva, Bayer, Cargill and Syngenta in a quest to impose their food and agriculture model on the world. In the quest to feed

nine billion people by 2050, the adoption of more edcient farming techniques is urgently needed. Current scientiPc evidence

shows that agroecological methods outperform the use of chemical fertilizers to boost food production where the hungry live,

especially in unfavorable environments.” Smallholder farmers can double food production in 10 years in critical regions by using

organic methods.

Based on an extensive review of the scientiPc literature, a fundamental shift towards agroecology is called for as a way to boost

food production and improve the situation of the poorest. This system implies policies and activities that arise from the bottom

up and in which the State can invest and facilitate, but the indebtedness and the expansion of corrupt capitalism is feeding the

agriculture of pesticides as a projection of the green revolution and the indebtedness of the countries Africans guarantees the

sovereignty of the corrupt capital of the globalist elite www.globalresearch.ca/.../5785964  (12/18/2022).--------

www.globalresearch.ca/food-dispossession-dependency-resisting-new-worl..  (09/13/2022)
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Gui, the Rockefeller Green Revolution long has pushed the notion only their methods - using Pnancial, chemical, oil, huge

expensive machines, the tree of life tampered in "superior seeds & plants, " all ** Produced** by fewer human hands, & moving

vast tracks of lands, farm or otherwise, into $$$$, Power & Control into their closed knit circle. All this corporate consolidation

of the entire global agri-food chain has aown under the banner - It's the Only Way We Can Feed the World. This aag aies on the

pole of Mass Production. Production above all else. First of all, who are "We?" Second & very important, recent studies looked

into this clever marketing messaging & found production means next to nothing if it destroys the environment, half gets wasted,

it's barely Pt to eat & is the root cause of much & many preventable dis-ease, destroys social fabric & communities, used as

weapons against peoples of the world.

Lastly while claiming concern in how to feed nine billion people, it is those very people behind the Green Revolution who by all

counts have publicly stated for generations the desire to - depopulate the world, reduce it all down to some accounts to 500

million. This machine is destroying the long known, ancient knowledge of bioregions & methods, & what these new studies

show, despite a need for better distribution, stopping interference from power brokers, war lords, skunks like Gates, those who

grow in their own "backyards" grow better quality & the food gets used with less waste.

Even more heartening, the new insights of Regenerative, Sustainable, Organic Agriculture - Biodynamics could improve

conditions across the board cleaning up the brutal destruction of past, current Empires. Africa, India, much of Asia has suffered

the brunt of this "help' more than others & have suffered enough to see through much of this "WE," the One Percent Feed the

World, We, the One Percent, control who lives or dies, who can or cannot do what Bull Spit.
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I just hope Ugandan president is not the next on their list, like the 5 other African presidents/prime ministers whose lives have

been sacriPced to the jab gods
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Well expressed. JUST, humanity needs integral people who project wisdom to promote the health of the planet and the living

beings that inhabit it. Our future well-being depends on placing relationships Prst in our collective interests. When nature is

taken care of, we also stay with ourselves. All meaning arises from coordinated action and what we consider real and valuable

depends on the well-being that we project, with the effort of local regenerative agriculture. Relationships with others and with

nature must imply respect and an order of priorities that must be sustained in preserving it as born from the creator's work.

Life on Earth is not possible because of technological advances, but because there are trees, lands, and seas that allow us to

oxygenate this planet and make it possible for us to breathe and feed ourselves. The love of nature, of life, of all the creatures in

the world is the only thing that gives meaning to life. The big corporations want to monopolize food, the pharmaceutical
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the world is the only thing that gives meaning to life. The big corporations want to monopolize food, the pharmaceutical

industry, energy, population control, and they use the spirit that encourages them the Great Reset, the global technocratic

corporate coup promoted by Gates' friend and associate, Klaus Schwab, of the World Economic Forum are the creators of a

false science of genetically modiPed foods, proteins, chemical and pharmaceutical products, vaccines and sell us as

"sustainable solutions".

The billionaires club is having a destructive impact all over the world. Their determined pursuit of proPt has undemocratically

imposed uniformity and external control over Pnances, food, energy, information, health care, and even relationships.
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If we want to respect the environment, if we do not want to manipulate the climate, we must take care of food production. The

answer to the environmental problems we face is not more of the same things that created the problems in the Prst place,

proposed by Gates. The answer is regenerative agriculture and real food. The answer is local alternative energy from the bottom

up, commanded by the people, not the exploitation of the Great Reset. Humanity has powerful enemies that must be fought,

Gates and the WHO have been working hand in hand promoting a global vaccination campaign, and investing a large amount of

money.

Natural alternatives and cheap, readily available and clearly effective drugs such as hydroxychloroquine and ivermectin have

been censured because they did not lead to a vaccine. Gates' solutions perpetuate and worsen the world's problems. They may

even threaten the future of humanity, planned genocide As reported by Dr. Mercola through his company, Gates Ag One, Gates is

driving a type of industrial and digital agriculture where farmers are monitored and their agricultural data is mined, for the

benePt of the globalist elite.

The homes of other species are being invaded, plants and animals are being manipulated for commercial gain and greed,

monocultures are spreading and destroying biodiversity. We need the protection of the diversity of ecosystems, the integrity, the

self-organization of all living beings, including humans. Diseases arise from a globalized, industrialized food model. Using the

Earth and its beings as raw material to be manipulated in laboratories to serve as domination and slavery of humanity is

creating a world connected through disease.
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In an “open letter” published earlier this month, 50 organizations dedicated to food sovereignty and food justice issues signed

an open letter calling out Bill Gates for his latest claim that technology is the solution to world hunger and food sovereignty.

“There are many tangible and ongoing proposals and projects working to increase productivity and food security, from

biofertilizer and biopesticide manufacturing facilities, to agroecological farmer training programs, experimentation with new

water and soil management techniques, low-input farming systems, and plant species that deter pests.” “The Green Revolution

did very little to reduce the number of hungry people in the world or to ensure their equitable distribution.

and sudcient access to food. The authors reminded Gates that with the Green Revolution came “a host of other problems, from

ecological problems like long-term land degradation to socioeconomic problems like rising inequality and indebtedness (which

has been one of the main contributors to the epidemic of farmer suicides in India)." They also criticized Gates' push for

genetically modiPed seeds, stating that "weather-resistant seeds already exist and are being developed by farmers and

marketed through informal seed markets." "The AGRA (Alliance for a Green Revolution) initiative in Africa), which his foundation

continues to fund, has also pushed through restrictive seed legislation that limits and restricts crop innovation to well-resourced

labs and companies.” They wrote: “We urge the high-proPle media to be more cautious in lending credibility to the faulty

assumptions, arrogance, and ignorance of a wealthy white man, at the expense of the individuals and communities who live and

are adapt to these realities as we speak.” childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/bill-gates-farming-technology-food..
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Yes Gui Bill Gates is continuing the very problems created by High Tech Farming. The WEF, Gates, Schwab & the Quackademics

- who depend on them for their 30 pieces of silver paychecks, whose solution to save humanity is to eliminate billions of

humans. About the last people in world to listen too about much of anything.
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Cakesjean, I remember that incident. When President Magafuli sent those unusual and varied samples in and they tested

positive, I thought his tactic was brilliant. Then he was quickly removed (much like Kary Mullis). No major mention of any

possible foul play surrounding his death. The US government always tries to sell itself as the “policeman of the world”. Where in

hell were they when Magafuli died after brilliantly exposing one of the many farces related to this global con game? Thanks for

posting this.
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Ronald, another "soft" overused term is "collusion". Why not call it what it truly is, conspiracy.
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Both Ivermectin and HCQ were used in many countries because it works for Malaria and other parasitic carried diseases. I

probably know over 60 people many over 50 years old that used one of these drugs with total success. Full recovery, no side

effects. India avoided 90% of the pandemic problems of the much wealthier countries using Ivermectin alone. The WHO is the

most dangerous organization in human history. It like the U.N. needs to be abolished.
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Good Morning. I am from Haiti and though our vaccine uptake is around 3%, there is VERY little COVID in that island nation. I don’t

think there is a great uptake of regular anti-malaria drugs either as Haiti is a very poor nation. Sort of reminds me of when the Amish

were asked why they don’t have a COVID epidemic, they replied “we don’t have televisions”.
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM
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Brilliant!
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is this 3 days in a row that Campbell has been featured? What's going on? This fool was wrong, wrong, wrong from the beginning when

Dr. Mercola and the rest of us knew exactly what was going on. And it wasn't didcult to see, not in the least. Anybody who bought into

the narrative is not somebody to be taken seriously. I'm glad people are changing their minds but let's be honest - the only people

worth listening to are smart, critical thinkers who can see through BS. Anybody who pushed the jabs for as long as Campbell did is

lacking quite a bit of gray matter. I'm not interested in anything he has to say. He's liable to fall for anything.
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pepsi214
Joined On 7/11/2009 3:23:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We all awaken at different times. We shouldn’t reject someone who has woken up later than ourselves, we should help and

support them. We need to work together.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unless they are a double agent.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wasn't it interesting knowing John Campbell was on the wrong path, then watching as the light bulb turned on and gradually

enlightened his lectures? Meanwhile - 2 Important articles: - - US Department of Defence controlled the Covid Vaccine

Programme from the start - - expose-news.com/2023/01/08/us-dod-controlled-covid-vaccine-from-start/  - How would anyone

have realized the depth of the deception until Sasha dug around in the over 400 existing US DoD and their plandemic response

contracts? ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~And this Jan 9 article may Pt both yesterdays and today's topics: "CDC Finally Releases VAERS Safety

Monitoring Analyses For COVID Vaccines" - - www.zerohedge.com/markets/cdc-Pnally-releases-vaers-safety-monitoring..  - - so

yes, its a great idea for Africa to kill or maim anywhere from 10 to 20% of their entire population?

Just like its a great idea for the US Federal Govt to ban gas cook stoves in the US, because aluminum adjuvents in the childhood

shots is causing asthma in children? (say what??). Looks like yet another WEF/CCP/WHO land grab, or more speciPcally a grab

by Pharma and Elites to garner more natural resources from Africa...we all need to keep our eyes on availability of natural

resources being way more important than African people. China has already done major deals for African resources over the

past 10 or 15 years.
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM
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I reject the idea late-awakeners are to be lauded. They are better than those who never awaken, that's true. Let's start at the

beginning. By early 2020, March or so, way before the jabs, we knew COVID was a minor threat except to mostly very old people.

Also to the very obese and already sick. What does any society do when it's way of life and prosperity is threatened by an

outside force? We mobilize our youngest and healthiest, with the most to lose, and send them out to die and be maimed by the

droves, if necessary. Britain and others have put up with bombardment and great suffering, in addition to the sacriPce of their

young soldiers. All because we aren't about to give up our freedoms and self-determination.

What did we decide to do in spring 2020? In the face of a threat only to a limited demographic, with the least to lose among us,

we voluntary destroyed our freedoms, prosperity, and social fabric. The insanity of that was obvious be me at the time, and

many, many others. So we already knew this was the twilight zone and everything associated was going to be equally

suspicious. Then an experimental treatment from known serial liars and greedy predators is pushed by the same government

and media that pushed the rest of the destruction? Please. At least one person out of 20 could see all this.

That's 16 million in the US alone. And that's a conservative number. Let's listen to those, like Dr. Mercola and others, who are

among the 16 million or more who can actually think. Why on earth would anybody pay attention to somebody so stupid they

bought into this scam? I for one don't need to hear the opinions of people who can't see their hand in front of their face. And I

have no respect for them, they are the bane of humanity. Since they represent the vast majority of humanity that's got me pretty

darn depressed. How is there any hope for sustainable, decent societies? This has been a return to the dark ages, so sad.
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jca652041
Joined On 8/25/2014 12:54:54 PM
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Steelj, I agree with you!!! Just because some normie has Pnally Pgured it out doesn’t mean they’ve gained signiPcant critical

thinking skills. To me they’ll just fall for the next psyop and then take 2 years to “Pgure it out” before proclaiming how smart

they are once again. I’m sticking with my own smart self who didn’t buy into any of this from day one as well as a few others I’ve

trusted for many years like Mercola, RFK JR, Corbett.
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Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Why so glum? Realize US Government and other university and research policies have enmeshed the medical profession and

others, in DEBT. No one can be absolved of their student loans...some Americans are retiring with unpaid student loans..,And

80% of US doctors are now working for - uh - CORPORATE MEDICAL COMPLEXES, run by MBA-type administrators. Young

doctors often have massive student loads, medical school loans not paid off until their kids are nearly graduated from high

school or later. Average salaries have stalled (with cost of living only) since about 1990 or thereabouts. Not great being a

worker bee, as your voices cannot rock the boat or you'll be out on on the street. And then medical researchers are all tied up by

Govt research dollars aowing to Universities and elsewhere.

More than 60% of all US research dollars were aowing through Dr. Fauci and the NIH. So can you see the web of deceptions

occurring here. The boot has been on the voices of many for years now, Corporate Pharma ads along with their university

research support have destroyed validity of maybe 80% of all recent published papers. Corporations have destroyed

evidence-based science. We now have Pharma TV, only news and shows broadcast with Pharma approvals. Without a major

disaster shoving this mess in everyone's faces, little opportunity to walk away from this massive system corruption. The sadest

part is many are leaving early as they bought into the kool-aide.
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steelj
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Thank you jca. Campbell, like most people, has shown he has very poor judgement. You don't gain critical thinking skills at

Campbell's age. If you lack them that's just who you are. The funny thing is how obvious everything about this has been. Going

back decades at how effectively the vaccine narrative has been cultivated to the point anything called a vaccine must be

embraced or you're a nut. Whether you think vaccines are good, bad, or in-between the shutdown of discussion about them

when we are the most vaxxed country and have the sickest kids should cause suspicion and skepticism, if one can think at all. I

just read about someone who put a sign on the inside of his door as a reminder every time he went out, that said "everyone you

will see today is deranged" to remind himself of the mass lunacy he was stepping into. What a great idea!
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steelj
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I just asked my wife if we should put a sign like that inside our door. She said "I don't think we need it to remember that!" I'm

lucky to have her!
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har1272
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Any medico who agrees with a worldwide distribution of a mandated experimental drug without long term safety studies does

not qualify for his expertise now, even if they Pnally "see the light", imo. That is good that he has Pnally "seen the light", but I

would never have him as my consultant. We should not make excuses for his irresponsible, harmful vaccine position.
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cakesjean
Joined On 9/10/2008 1:03:53 PM
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Rrealrose, China has been interfering in African affairs for way longer. BRIC, the association between Brazil, Russia, India, China

was grouped together by Goldman Sachs in 2001, South Africa was added in 2010, making it BRICS. In the early 1950s and

1960s during the Mao Zedong era, ideology constituted an essential determinant in China’s policy towards African countries.

knowledge.wharton.upenn.edu/article/chinas-investments-in-africa-whats..

 www.future-globalist.org/issues/chinas-engagement-in-africa-a-realist-..
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Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM
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steelj   when John Campbell Prst came on the scene I found him repugnant, and a tool or toady for Big Pharma. My medical Peld

sibs are are still brainwashed by their narrative and its sickening. Over the many years I told them I always admired them for

their compassion and humanity and now I don't even recognize them. I Pgure Campbell was in that indoctrination camp too

therefore I have a lot of admiration for navigating his way out of hell and doing what my family won't do, namely follow the

evidence. I understand your visceral revulsion but I'm willing to gradually forgive when people are willing to admit the error of

their ways. As for your sign, one of my favorites is, "The whole world's crazy except you and me and sometimes I'm not sure

about you".
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cakesjean, yes! however big Chinese deals for extracting and exporting African natural resources started sometime after 2000,

yes? Big shift occurred when China became a manufacturing powerhouse, needing more of everything ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
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yes? Big shift occurred when China became a manufacturing powerhouse, needing more of everything ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ epi-cure, consider John Campbell has/had at least 1.2 million followers, perhaps as many as 2

million on a good day.
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epi-cure, thank you for understanding my revulsion and your insightful comment. You are correct we should gradually forgive

those who admit the error of their ways. My problem is with 3 days in a row presenting Campbell as a bona Pde "expert" on this

site, one of the few sites that has been right from the beginning, and with wonderfully valuable insights and facts, thanks to Dr.

M. I don't agree with Dr. M on every single thing but he is the best source of health-related information I know of. He doesn't

need slow-witted zombies who take years before recognizing very, very obvious reality. Sorry about your family, my siblings are

all jabbed, I'm fortunate my wife and only child are much smarter than them. It is admirable, as you said, for Campbell to

navigate his way out and admit what most never will. My position is if you continued to believe in the insanity once decent

information became available (early 2020) you have no standing to advise on anything COVID related.
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Har, I wouldn't have him as a consultant either. I doubt many Mercola readers would. Which is my point, why does Dr. M keep

consulting him? I couldn't count the times I've read COVID-related things presented as bombshell revelations and thought -

heck, Mercola readers knew that a year ago! It makes no sense to bring in losers who have been wrong all along when he was

right all along. We're supposed to believe they've Pgured it out after all this time and now are smart? Uh, no.
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When i hear about Campbell, i immediately think of canned soup lol Try this, Campbell instead steelj, suspect you may and the

others here may like it... https://youtu.be/Q8P_xTBpAcY
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Well, you just called out 99% of doctors, teachers, and politicians. I totally agree! You can't Px stupid. Sheeple will be sheeple.
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The thing I have an issue with causing my distrust of his medical knowledge was him jumping on the vaccine train with NO

LONG TERM STUDIES performed. Who does that? That was before any information was available. He didn't need any

information or studies in order to be leery, but he pushed forward with his recommendation anyway. Trust him now that he has

"seen the light" when he should have seen the light even in darkness, and did not? No thanks.
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First of all. most of the African population was able to avoid the toxic injections, so their immune systems are still functioning.

Second, ivermectin is widely available in Africa. Third, without vaxination promoting more virulent variants, disease is running its'

natural course--that is, in about 98% of cases, synthetic life forms break down over time. Just my humble opinion, of course... Is it just

another coincidence that leaders in countries who oppose vaxination either die or are removed from power?
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In an interview with Klartext podcast host, Uwe Alschner, frontline doctors Stephen Karanga and Dr. Wahome Ngare of the

Catholic Doctors Association say early COVID treatment is highly effective and question whether vaccines—which they say are

misnamed and should be called gene therapy—are necessary or safe. They also say that the World Health Organization has a

history of coming to Africa with questionable vaccines and explain why the WHO’s advisory telling patients testing positive for

COVID to go home and take analgesics until they have problems breathing instead of immediately treating them with effective,

re-purposed drugs, including hydroxychloroquine with zinc and Ivermectin, is wrong. Watch the interview below.

www.globalresearch.ca/video-kenyan-physicians-say-powers-world-suppres..
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Everyone is missing the obvious. HCQ is widely used in Africa. Known as the "Sunday pill"...
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Two words that have been thrown in our faces, thousands of times within the past few years, that are totally meaningless: "Pandemic"

and "Crisis". I would say that neither one ever existed; although, the fact is that humanity is in a crisis, brought on by the oligarchs.

First of all; the biosphere is collapsing more each day, due to out-of-control geoengineering. Secondly; the globalists are doing their

utmost to bring down this entire civilization and take humanity (actually; take away the humanity) into The Great Reset and Fourth

Industrial Revolution! That's where the focus should be...not on some imaginary "pandemic"!
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We can consider, Randy, that the crisis is caused by the plandemic (with l). An economic crisis is raging around the world with

galloping inaation and the future may be more dramatic. As long as the globalist elite rules the world, the crisis will devastate

the economies and poverty will grow while the 1% increase their wealth. We have to Pght the disaster, the situation has never

been so serious and the future of all of us is threatened. People must defend nature and the fruits on which it feeds must be put

at their service. The man of spirit feels permanent indignation against injustice and directs his love towards the earth and his

fellow men, especially towards his children.

In the human community it is necessary to create a home that arises from his participation in the joys and sufferings of his

fellow men. Initiatives should be sought for the participation of community-based organizations, the support of true health

science, biodynamic agriculture and environmental conservation, so that together concrete, inclusive and sustainable solutions

are achieved to Pght against great threat from tyrants who want to dominate bodies and minds. All of this will counter a growing

danger of mass civil unrest, famines, pandemics, and war.

Humanity may fall prey to seeing revolutions overthrow entire economies and currencies. The globalist elite have taken over

governments whose failure can self-destruct them. The house of cards collapses. A house of cards marked by medical and

political corruption. Joe Bien is one of the serious culprits of this medical, economic and energy crisis with the threat of

worsening the war with worse consequences. In a lengthy report issued by a watchdog group founded by a former Trump

administration odcial, he noted that the current US president is implicated in at least half a dozen crimes, including tax evasion.
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But the imaginary pandemic is a great tool and an incredible distraction for the Great Reset to march on. When the money

becomes entirely digital tied to a social credit score, it won't matter what we wring our hands over on this forum. Game over.
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Thanks, Gui. Yes; the situation is quite dire!
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Brian; "Game over" indeed! I've been trying to get that point across for quite some time. This is not something that we are going

to change with phone calls, letters or talk. We can't do anything by force, because the network of evil is too vast. I recall a line

from a thriller/horror movie: "We are Legion - for we are many"! Would it surprise you to learn that it is also in the Bible? Mark

5:9 "Then Jesus asked him (the evil spirit within the possessed man), “What is your name?” “My name is Legion,” he replied, “for

we are many.”.
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Agreed Brian. Actions speak louder than words.
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Randy, this just broke on Epoch Times: House Creates Panel on Weaponization of the Federal Government’

link.theepochtimes.com/mkt_app/house-creates-panel-on-weaponization-of..  it may not pan out or maybe this panel will show

how corrupt the US government has becomein their words “Weaponized”. (Yes, you are Canadian, yet most northerners live

within 50 miles of the US border).
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Rreal; what about the weaponization of the TURDeau gooberment? Who's going to protect Canadian's rights and freedoms from

that WEF pond scum? He's already sold out our "Healthcare" to the WHO and signed off on Digital I.D.'S and Digital Currency -

and we only have until next year, at the most, before this civilization is totally screwed. --- BTW: TURDeau has very close ties to

the Obama's and Clintons!
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For the entire continent of Africa, 12.5 million people have had covid-19 and 258,000 have died. The population of Africa is 1.4 Billion.

That's 184 deaths per million people. Compare that to the USA's 3,356 deaths per million people. How is that possible? Well, the

people of Africa have been down this road before with SARS, MERS, and EBOLA with horriPc results from vaccines and meds brought

there from the USA to supposedly HELP them. They chose to WALK AWAY from the US medical system. Most of the vaccines sent to

Africa for covid-19 were thrown away.www.globalcitizen.org/en/content/african-countries-throwing-away-covid..  Less than 8% of the

people in Africa got the jabs. The results speak for themselves! Not only did they have the lowest infection rates in the world, they had

the lowest death rates. You can't make this up! Of course, they didn't lock down.
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Interesting contribution jamNjim. The future for Africa may be worse. The African Union (AU) Commission and the World Health

Organization (WHO) today signed a landmark Memorandum of Understanding to cement their mutual commitment to foster and

deepen their relationship and cooperation. The document was signed at WHO headquarters by His Excellency Mr. Moussa Faki

Mahamat, Chairman of the African Union Commission, and Dr. Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, Director-General of the World

Health Organization. As reported by Dr. Mercola, WHO is overseeing negotiations that are designed to convince its 194 member

countries to adopt amendments to the International Health Regulations, as well as to adopt a legally binding “Pandemic Treaty”.

The people behind these negotiations are hell-bent on creating a totalitarian dictatorship designed to enslave all human beings

within a digital prison that is Plled with health certiPcates and continuous surveillance. 100 reasons in seven categories to

reject the agreement: www.globalresearch.ca/top-100-reasons-stop-treaty-stop-amendments-exit..  (01/09/2022) The

researcher in the video below, the third item, explains how beginning in 2013 the scheme was set up in secrecy in a way to

protect all those involved in the scheme.

It shows clearly that there is a conspiracy. Meanwhile “vaccinated” people continue to die suddenly. See the following articles:

Explosive Increase in Cardiac Symptoms After Second Injection New Analysis Shows Studies of COVID Vaccine-Induced

Myocarditis Hid Critical Safety Signal Video: Bombshell Docs Reveal COVID-19 Cover-Up Goes Straight to the Top The Top 100

Reasons to #StopThePandemicTreaty, #StopTheAmendments, and #ExitTheWHO www.globalresearch.ca/.../5804327

 (01/12/2023) *
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Really - "...Scientists are said to be "mystiPed" as to how Africa fared so well, ..." well here in the UK we were told of many things that

kills the virus and "..sunlight.." was one, lots of sunshine in Africa ! Also in Africa a lot of people walk barefooted, prepare food outside,

their microbiomes will be very very healthy compared to western populations. Finally, due to education they know, they well know that

their people have been experimented on a lot by big pharma. Personally I think they are right to be very cautious. Futher South African

doctors led the way in treating c19 without vaccines, they were one of the ones Prst in the world to say - hey look this and that etc...

that is already available and cheap works. Then you have the common sense approach, good nutrition, lifestyle and the neti pot wash.

These scientists who are they ? can they not see past their lab doors, statistics and modelling. They could also be ba|ed because the

trial data from big pharma is skewed and manipulated...but would they even contempate that, would they even think that big pharma is

pulling the wool over their eyes to make proPts - here's a big clue for you - why did some pharma companies not want to release trial

data for 75 years ?

Doctors who treat people in the real world, not the research and corporate world are seeing the real picture, most too scared to speak

out but many are not, many are speaking out. Thank you to them for their courage. Final word to ba|ed scientists, Edward de Bono -

try thinking outside of the box. I have seen this in my own family, extremely educated people - no common sense. There is a difference

between being highly educated and having natural intelligence.
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"There is a difference between being highly educated and having natural intelligence." Absolutely true, I couldn't agree with you

more! There is much more to learn than what comes out of a book.
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Africans luck was: 1) they had no money to pay for the clot shots, 2) were allowed Ivermectin & hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) 3) have

much less people who are obese or diabetic 4) because of their hotter climate, they have higher temperatures. The virus survives

much longer at colder temperatures. * * * Mislav Kolakusic, a member of EU parliament, using Eurostats, shows in small twitter

videoclip the connection between higher vaccination rates and higher mortality in 2022. Excess death in Italy 24.9% Portugal 28.8%

Spain 37% Iceland 55.7% with a 83% vaccination rate.

Bulgaria had with 30% the lowest vaccination coverage in Europe and only 1.4% excess mortality. Romania only 2,4% excess deaths

and a 42% vaccination rate. twitter.com/deSunShineBand/status/1608740529264816130?cxt=HHwWhMDT6Zy_..  * * * Yesterday Dr.

Mercola asked: Why Is the Associated Press Lying About Gene Therapy Shots? Today an answer came from JFKjr. He found out why,

and announces a Covid Censorship Lawsuit against Trusted Iniative, which is a partnership of big news outlet, being Associated Press,

Reuters, The Washington Post along with Microsoft, Google and Facebook and Twitter.

They have censored a lot of people, included JFK jr. They were a secretive cartel, JFK said in a 4 minutes video. A BBC memo revealed

their goal was to "stamp out and choke" other newsoutlets because they are competition, a treath to their businessmodel. So the goal

was to deny them access to the social media platforms, if they didn't follow the Government narrative.

twitter.com/.../1613041969411891200
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Thanks PETE, this reading is required so that the vaccinated do not take the reinforcements: AN OPEN LETTER TO THE
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Thanks PETE, this reading is required so that the vaccinated do not take the reinforcements: AN OPEN LETTER TO THE

VACCINATED. “Do any of you out there actually believe that only government sanctioned individuals such as Fauci and

numerous “health ministers” can dePne science? With a medical emergency as unique and unusual as Covid and the vaccines

that came out within 8 months of the disease’s recognition globally, do you really believe that no other scientist or doctor had an

intelligent and valued word to say about it? Do you even know that thousands of such individuals around the world have been

censored and threatened the loss of their license to practice, not to mention the loss of their reputations, are out there trying to

be heard? Trying to debate?

Do you really think blocking these highly credentialed and published individuals is a reputable thing to do in a free culture, and if

it is done, as it has been and is being done, does not smell to high heaven? The rampant censorship and threat to these

individuals is enough to righteously inspire any deep questioning of this entire ordeal. What of all of the legitimate deaths and

illnesses occurring throughout the world? Do you believe all of this is untrue? Or caused by things other than the most obvious?

Do you not see how these very real spikes in excess mortality; sudden deaths, rampant cancer, etc. coincide with the release of

the mRNA vaccines? Do you not accept that “coincidence” as being valid?.

www.shrewviews.com/p/an-open-letter-to-the-vaccinated?utm_source=post-..  (01/10/2022)
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Could Vitamin D levels be a factor?  A year-round warm climate and plenty of sun combined with only minimal clothing

requirements (T-shirts, tank tops, shorts on men and boys) would seem to encourage Vitamin D production. Women cover their

legs, but shoulders are bare. With a persistent life-long bombardment of mosquitoes and parasitic infections from water, the

mortality might be much higher without high D levels.
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Sure Eiggod8, vit D also plays a role, but even more so, the infrared radiation is more stronger in those countries, which

activates the melatonin in the mitochondria, which suppresses inaammation. Because people don't die from the virus, they can

clear that in 4 -10 days. What kills you is the inaammation reaction getting out of control. Remember 100 years ago the Spanish

au. What they found out then, that putting patients outside was more effective, healed them faster. Consider the factors from

being outside, getting more sunlight (infrared, vit D) and fresh air. * * * Thanks Gui, Here is another Sasha Latypova video at

Global Research site saying something interesting, 5 minutes into the video, she explains why hydroxychloroquine and

ivermectin were banned, because Fauci needed to create am excuse to use the "Emergency Use Authorization" (EUA) which was

put in place in 1997, under Clinton, to get rid of the FDA "safety & edcacy" regulation under some conditions, for example the

EUA can only be use when there are no available treatments.

And that is why there was such a perverse and massive campaign to suppress early treatment, like with ivermectin, to pretend

there were no treatments, and that why they prosecuted many doctors who used ivermectin or chloroquine, so they could say

falsely, there are no treatments and so fulPll the condition to use EUA and OTA to produce "vaccines".

www.globalresearch.ca/video-us-military-oversaw-secret-contents-of-cov..
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Yes Pete, BBC is part of the 'Trusted Initiative' after receiving $54 million from mister Gates. Of course the BBC is not in control

of what the BBC does although I think it's time a few of their journalists had the guts to fall on their swords with an outburst of

the truth. Far too many people have suffered because of their silence. I can hardly believe now that BBC radio had discussions

such as on the dangers of the MMR in the '90s.
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Thanks bee70578 for the information. Bill Gates has his dirty Pngers in everything, pulling the strings with bribes. He should be

included in that JFKjr lawsuit, and be charged with murder by blocking life saving information, like about the use of ivermectin.
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It is all about the money made by modern medicine in the treatment of individuals as potential unlimited amounts of said money. The

treatment known as cash cows. Hasn't anyone been curious as to what these doctors are doing wrong? Why haven't we found

reasonable cures for these cash cow illnesses over the last 100 plus years? IF a reasonable cure for type I and type II diabetes came

about that eliminated a 50 billion dollar a year industry would the medical profession hide it? Would the government declare it a top

secret and keep it away from the public? Here is what I have found out from researching things. There is an organ in the body that

reproduces Islet cells.

If that organ malfunctions and is removed you will become a type I diabetic within a year. A researcher in Toronto, Canada discovered

this. It is the spleen. She is on an eleven million dollar research grant to pursue this. Haven't heard a word from this research doctor

since. Do we need to wonder why? Heart disease is incurable? Not according to the herb people. Panax Siberian Ginseng is a

semi-steroid. It acts as a steroid without the side effects. It literally doubles your strength once it takes hold in your body. Koreans use

it to add possibly 10 years to the average lifespan of their elderly people. I am no doctor. I ran across this while serving in South Korea.

I was teaching conversational English at a Catholic Girl's School fully chaperoned by the local priest. He noticed I looked sick one day.

So he asked me to drink some Ginseng Tea regularly while I was there. When I got back to the states I researched what it actually

does. The Kentucky Hills is full of a cousin to this Ginseng. So why don't our heart doctors know about this or do they? Cancers of one

kind or another is a major cash cow. The answer is possibly using the immune system being taught to kill the cancers. That would

eliminate a billions dollars industry if it is so. And it is likely it would be more effective.
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Ran out of space. Ivermectin may just cure COVID for several reasons. I believe COVID is a parasitic thing hiding within bacteria.

Thus using masks might actually have some semblance of effectiveness in keeping doctors from catching it. Thus ivermectin

as a parasite treatment may actually kill both the bacteria and the virus. There are a huge number of living microscopic things

that could carry the virus. If I were a doctor, my Prst response would be to Pgure out how it is actually transported to human

beings. Then I would treat it using changes in the environment of the body to keep it from long term survival. I am just an old

man. I am not any kind of doctor.

IF I can see it why cannot the doctors do so? They are far smarter than I ever will be. My answer to that last question is pretty

simple. If I am right, then they are in on the scheme to make loads of money off their patient's ignorance. Thus anyone not

taking their treatment has notations on their medical records saying they are not "vaccinated". Hell is paved with the souls of

those people with good intentions and bad results. In the 1980s, my registered nurse wife tracked a number of viruses into our

house and to our three children. One treatment was to put daylight spectrum light throughout the house. Another was to

sterilize the dishes and utensils we ate with through chlorine bleach in a dishwasher.

All her uniforms as a nurse got the same sterilization treatment as soon as possible after she came home. It worked against the

au viruses. We no longer got the au. I did start the family on Vitamin C and D3 later in life as the time-released versions became

available. Zinc usually shortens a common cold to about 3 days. But one of sixteen different enhancers is needed for it to work.

Thus Doctor Mercola is right to include Selenium or one of the others into the treatment. IF it works against the multiple variety

of viruses called the common cold it likely will work against COVID. It worked for me.
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They do have a cure for type-2. It's called a high fat, very low carbohydrate, and moderate protein diet. The researchers have

proven that type-2 can be reversed. That research gets quelled and ridiculed by main stream medical just like HCQ and

Ivermectin was ridiculed. Preventing type-2 is even easier. No weird low-carb diet is required. All you have to do is get a fasting

insulin test. If it is above 7 you are borderline for insulin resistance. If it is over 12 you need to take action immediately to

prevent permanent damage to your body and metabolism.

No action taken at this stage of metabolic malfunction turns into typpe-2 in 5 to 20 years. Obesity is the FIRST CLUE you have

this problem. It's all well researched and documented. This information is kept under lock and key because curing/Preventing

type-2 doesn't make Big Pharma any money. 99% of all chronic diseases, including cancer, are cause by insulin resistance

induced inaammation. It all begins at age 3 when you eat the recommended daily allowance of grains (AKA: FOOD PYRAMID)

via a bowl of honey nut cheerios.
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A conspiracy theorist would say that the rush to jab Africa now is overcompensation for having ignored the continent in the early days

when Covid was being presented as the next plague and the would-be masters of the universe expected millions of Africans to die.

When one looks at the numbers - far more cases in the highly-vaxxed nations than those with low jab rates - it's almost as if a

correlation reveals itself. Fewer jabs, fewer deaths, fewer problems. Hmmm. What would The Science have to say about that? Sarcasm

aside, no sane person is mystiPed or confused by Africa's outcomes from this pandemic.

It's largely a result of people mostly going about their business, not being hounded about a toxic shot, not being forced into house

arrest, and having ready access to the horse de-wormer and whatever euphemism was devised for HCQ. Davos must be horriPed that

more black folks did not die, that more women's reproductive systems were not fouled, and that more young men are not dropping

dead of "unexpected" causes.
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I do recall when Monsanto directors labelled Europe 'a bunch of throwbacks' for not accepting GE foods. I think the EU has

folded on that issue now.
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Same thing happened to the US's Amish communities. Their infection rates were higher than Africa's, but their death rates were

even LOWER than Africa's! They didn't get jabbed and they NEVER go inside a hospital! They spend a LOT of time outdoors.
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They were the smart people like me not to take or let them put that poison in our body.Also most East Europeans

Romani’s,Russia,Albania,Poland,Serbia and more did not take it either. Where I live I am surrounded by them many are friends they all

tell me the truth. When the Ukrains came to Germony they had big Innoculation Station everywhere for them from The Red Cross,they

closed after 2 days because none of them wanted it or had it this is from real source not hear say AMEN
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Africans know what venom does
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No government can sign away my rights or feeedom. You want it come and take it.
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MD newsaash they already did..
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Here here!!! molon labe!
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Ref the African article, anything to do with weekly doses of hcq, or ivermectin for anti malaria protection?
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Weren't there African leaders who refused to get on board with the program and were killed?
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About 15 years ago they did the same with a number of natural health doctors, over 50 of them met some unholy end..Cancer

specialist, Dr. Nick Gonzales from New York City was one of them... they took him out because he was putting a big dent into

their conventional Cancer treatment protocol.. Some of you old uns might remember Hemicuda..He used to post here many

years ago, he was one of his patient.... You can hide from man's law but you sure as hell can't hide from God's law...
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Global Universal Health Care? That can't possibly be a good thing. In the world of Veterinary medicine there is something called "Herd

Management". What this means is that a rancher will consider veterinary care at a level that is most cost effective over-all for the

entire herd. If a cow breaks a leg, it isn't cost effective to treat that leg, but if the entire herd is infected with a parasite, it makes sense

to worm the entire herd. The individual animal doesn't matter, it is what is best for the herd in general. This is what is called "Socialized

Medicine" for people. In Canada you may not get treatment for cancer if you are over a certain age.

My SIL met a couple from Canada who was spending time on the Texas border because the husband had had multiple heart attacks

and the government told him that he had used up his allotment for medical care and if he had another heart attack not to even bother

going to the hospital because he would be turned away. The government also discontinued providing him with his prescription meds.

By going to the Texas border the couple could go to Mexico to get the needed meds at a substantial discount, and if the man had a

heart attack, the Texas hospitals would not turn him away.

If the whole world turned to socialized medicine, this couple would have nowhere to turn to. Being conPned to home, attending school

online, working from home, and having travel limited would keep people from being able to assemble and revolt against an

authoritarian government, as well as make it easier to control the masses. We would all be imprisoned by our government and

deprived of our freedom to move as we please, do as we please, eat, work and learn as we please, buy what we want, choose our

medical care, associate with whom we please, and even choose our leaders. If we allow this to happen, there may be no turning back.
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Yes these evils want to depopulate, and Global Socialized Medicine is just another facet of that narrative.
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Because "Covid" doesn't exist outside of propaganda systems.  There was no pandemic ever- there is no 'lab leak'- there is no unique

viral pathogen- there is no "China Virus"- there is no "There" there.  The reality of the Covid Story is that it is all fraud piled on top of

fraud. If you view this whole 'pandemic' situation through the lens of health, safety, science and saving lives, then most of it makes

little sense. If you view it through the lens of money, power, control, and wealth transfer, then all of it makes perfect sense. Covid-19 is

the biggest money laundering scheme in the history of the world. SARS-CoV-2 is a Pctional construct. "The Virus" is the new Al Qaeda.

Covid-19 is a complex, multi-faceted intel/military/psyop operation designed to wipe out the global economy and install a digitized

control structure in the context of a 'hot' geopolitical economic war that is being waged by the West.
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Although P&I (pneumonia and inauenza) had been prevalent in the US for the previous year, killing around 4000 Americans a

week - said to have escaped from a Fauci experiment in a Wisconsin lab. One of my friends came back from New York in

January 2020 with it and was very ill. She thought later it was Covid.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/12/2023 11:32:34 AM
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capri6
Joined On 7/20/2011 6:14:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Take action! interestofjustice.substack.com/p/who-is-once-again-hosting-secret
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ALSO: THE TOP 100 REASONS TO #StopTheTreaty, #StopTheAmendments, and #ExitTheWHO. The World Health Organization's

attempted POWER GRAB must be stopped. Please help spread the word. “EVERYONE ON EARTH must be made aware that the

World Health Organization is attempting a global coup. PLEASE share this article with everyone you know and feel free to

contact me directly at any time if you have any questions or would like to help in a more substantial way. My name is James

Roguski and you can reach me at 310-619-3055 via phone, text, Signal, WhatsApp or Telegram.”

jamesroguski.substack.com/.../100-reasons  (01/05/2022) CHRISTINE DOLAN OF CD MEDIA INTERVIEW WITH SASHA

LATYPOVA AND KATHERINE WATT Link to Roguski WHO reporting, plus repost of Oct.

12 draft 18 USC 2333 federal bioterrorism case against defendants Azar, Kadlec and Gruber. “Anthony Fauci should be

prosecuted. But the case against him will be much larger and more complex than the cases against Azar, Kadlec and Gruber, for

example, because Fauci’s role as a primary architect of the crimes and the pseudo-legal pre-crime coverup mechanisms, goes

back to the late 1960s when he arrived at the National Institutes of Health.” Alex Azar, Robert Kadlec and Marion Gruber should

be the Prst American war criminals prosecuted for the American implementation of the Covid-19 mass terror and mass murder

campaign.

There will be hundreds of defendants eventually; I posted a starter list in August 2022 and update it as I Pnd more criminals in

the records. bailiwicknews.substack.com/p/christine-dolan-of-cd-media-interview?utm..  (01/09/2022)
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Jersey_Prophet
Joined On 1/7/2023 3:50:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WHO elected the self-appointed UNELECTED bozos of the WHO to be our one-world government?? “(V)accine makers now face the

problem of having a huge control group, as the COVID jab uptake on the African continent was only 6%.” THAT Is a real problem for the

WHO - a gangster operation trying to square the lowest incidence of Covid among the 7 continents with the lowest clotshot uptake, not

to mention crisis levels of unsold vaxx vials needing arms to accept Big Pharma poisons and replenish their cash registers, which are

nearing EMPTY.
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TRISHA725
Joined On 2/12/2021 2:35:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is all about a spiritual battle and Satan’s plan for mass destruction. As the Vax is proving to be a bioweapon what with so many

side effects and so many especially the young suddenly dropping dead. Embalmers are reporting the appearance of strange

stringy-looking blood samples in those who’ve died
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grtunwshd
Joined On 10/23/2016 8:24:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Trisha, I was thinking that all the pandemic related deaths look more like god's plan. It reminds me of all the babies aoating

outside the ARK
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Micha_El
Joined On 4/23/2020 4:52:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Our son was doing volunteer work on a Game Farm in Botswana last year, and he witnessed how missionaries would arrive at the farm,

get all the local families together and then start to inject them against the so called Covid, without any proper explanation given.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I hope he was misled as I know a couple missionaries who readily give out chlorine dioxide in Africa - which our health odcials

condemn....
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Ronald_H
Joined On 7/10/2010 1:38:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The World Health Organization must be very upset that their biological warfare virus, despite the hard work of creating it, has been

replaced with less virulent strains and their backup plan of injecting biological warfare under guise of their so called "vaccine" directly

into the bloodstream of mistrusting healthy people to make them vulnerable is similarly failing at their desired level of genocide as it is

missing getting the aware as it gets their own dupes. I suspect those who are (their term) "vaccine hesitant," perhaps from not drinking

their auoridated water, will become even more aware and certainly not the complacent Sheeple they want to follow "carbon footprint"

nonsense and submit to them as self-professed authorities with their Great Reset.
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Eevee
Joined On 3/7/2008 10:05:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's WHO versus mother nature... I know who I'd put money on !
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vbvbithai
Joined On 11/3/2022 1:36:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The African doctor did saay that they don't needd vaccine - what they need is clean water and mosquito nets - and nutrition. Very good

and smart doctor indeed.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

vbvbithai - "Very good and smart doctor indeed." Great insight and understanding.  The issue being there is not enough $$$ in

clean water, proper sanitation, mosquito nets - and nutrition.
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"...what they need is clean water and mosquito nets - and nutrition." In my narrow minded perceptions, I always thought of Africa

as a tropical source of various exotic killer diseases such as Ebola, so I'm very surprised to read about Africa's low Covid count.

But I would think that those mosquito nets would also protect against sleeping sickness from tsetse aies, (and perhaps

more???), yet another unique African disease. www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/trypanosomiasis-human-african..

 (sleeping-sickness)
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mdso379
Joined On 10/17/2021 1:25:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please, all of us who are, need to stop canning those who had not woken up as quickly as others have. Honestly, who would have

thought in a million years what is happening and is so crystal clear to some, is just too unbelievable, evil and horrible FOR OTHERS TO

EVEN CONSIDER. Fear creates a cloak of false protection which hides people from the realisation of the truth but not their own truth

which if often Plled with half facts. Rather than ridicule those who are not there yet, we must do all we can for the cause which is also

everyone with a conscience it's theirs too.

Our parents were totally unaware of this plan and in their day, it was still being hatched and not in the wide-open spaces as it is now.

However not everyone sees or is yet capable of seeing what many of us now see. It is the people of the payola or, as in Australian

slang 'those on the take' who are in for the biggest shock. As once their usefulness is no longer needed or required, regardless of their

input and output, they will be thrown onto the scrap heap into no man's land.

I would rather die for what I believe in than to be coerced into selling my fellow human beings down the river. The choice I and others

make is, to choose is to do what we know is right thing to do. We must have compassion for those whose fear drives them into places

and spaces of not knowing and seemly, not caring about others. They will in time Pnd out their errors or not and it is not my place to try

and denigrate them into submission.
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Very true mdso, none of us were born smart..Fitting song.Glenn really layed it out nicely.Luvvit immensely..

https://youtu.be/JX7NNMKBPsw
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I hear and understand what you are saying, mdso, but it takes an emotionally strong person to have compassion for the people

who chose fear and compliance that empowered the government to cause death and Pnancial loss to my loved ones and

friends. My compassion has been worn to near nothing.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was treated for malaria that I got in the jungles of Borneo with HCQ back in 1961. Jeff Beck R.I.P. Bacterial Meningitis, was it vax

related? www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=CZXIVMdXsVU&fbclid=IwAR1zf..
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

His guitar sings better than any operatic version, imho.
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A real loss of talent :( All deaths these days, of the not so old make me ask the same question...was it....?
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Suzi, now it is Lisa Marie Presley. R.I.P. Was it ....?
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kfa6931
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I will NEVER comply to any of this BS.
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Careful though, Jesus did say to Peter before the C o c k crows you'll deny me three times.. Peter told him, “Lord, I am ready to

go even to prison and to die with you!” But Jesus said, “I tell you, Peter, the C o c k will not Crow today until you deny three times

that you know me.”
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Segstar
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Covid spared Africa or did Africa spared Covid? Wouldn't surprise me one bit if they stop making Ivermectin and HCQ, or jack up the

price to make it not affordable.. Africans have been waking up to see how all those Colonizer countries have been raping, plundering,

pillaging and stealing their Natural resources, all whilst paying them next to nothing in return. Just look at what is currently happening

in places like the Congo where they are mining Cobalt to make those "wonderful" electric batteries for your cars, cell phones and

computers. .. According to recent projections by the World Economic Forum’s Global Battery Alliance, the demand for cobalt for use in

batteries will grow four fold in 2030 as a result of this electric vehicle boom.

These mining sites also employs child labor and the conditions are very insanitary, deplorable and UNsafe.The downside is the Cobalt

mining is a lifeline because of the extreme poverty these countries are seeing, so these Colonizers continue to exploit these countries

.. Time for Africans and other countries to unite , take a stand and kick these no good rogues out of their land..
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Here in the UK in todays press, it says that Electric Car Sales have fallen....!!! can't remember the time frame...
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Eevee, yep the Electric piece of garbage is falling big time..Ask Elon Musk, i believe his stock has fallen to record lows and the
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Eevee, yep the Electric piece of garbage is falling big time..Ask Elon Musk, i believe his stock has fallen to record lows and the

trend is supposed to continue in 2023..But this won't stop the Globalist from marching on.. Giant Egos and Coffers needs to be

Plled by any means necessary..
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Here in Arizona, “they” have just announced EV charging stations will be built every 50 miles on all our state highways. These

will be privately operated with fees to be determined, which sounds like a gas station business model. Yet there aren’t many

electric vehicles around and my fellow Arizonans love their detailed big trucks and off road vehicles. Just what are “they” up to

now with these stations? Probably government subsidies involved. Always about the money.
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Segstar, the Africans have welcomed the Chinese as business partners. Opponents assert that it is exploitative for China to

Pnance African infrastructure projects in exchange for the continent’s natural resources. Some accuse China of

“neo-colonialist” behavior as it acquires the raw materials like oil, iron, copper and zinc that it urgently needs to fuel its own

economy. Supporters, on the other hand, say that China’s initiatives to build and improve infrastructure such as roads, railways

and telecom systems have been a boon to Africa’s manufacturing sector; have freed up domestic resources for other critical

needs such as health care and education; and have aided everyone doing business on the continent.

I was talking to a colleague originally from the Democratic Republic of the Congo. He said that the people in the Congo are so

happy that the Chinese are busy building roads etc. in their country. They suffered real torture under their belgian colonial

masters, King Leopold, who was a monster, using exploitation and violence, and murder during his terror reign. Apparently the

Chinese treat the Congolese people with respect, so much so that the Congolese do not realise how they are being exploited

Pnancially.
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EVs are not about global warming and reducing humanity's carbon foot print. It is about maintaining central control of the 99%.

Instead of John D. and Standard Oil we will have Elon and Tesla. Both became billionaires stealing the commonwealth with

corrupt government support. Elon Musk and his ilk will continue pillaging until the resources to provide EVs like cobalt and

lithium are depleted. The DAY that Evo Morales was couped in Bolivia the nationally owned lithium deposits were sold to a

private corporation. When Elon was asked about it, he said; "We can coup anywhere." The extraction of the essentials to make

EVs will devastate the environment just like fossil fuel extraction and not solve the problem of global warming.

The solution is to use the sun and photosynthesis to produce alcohol to fuel vehicles. The problem with that solution is that it is

too easy to democratize and decentralize. In USA, 40% of food is wasted. That food contains sugar and starch which could be

fermented and then distilled. The fat, protein, Pber, minerals, vitamins and other nutrients that are left after the fermentation can

be used as fertilizer or made into compost. The fermented can be distilled or seperated through osmosis, leaving fuel grade

alcohol.

All current gasoline powered vehicles can run on 50% alcohol now. With a software download into the CPU they can run on

100% alcohol or any portion. To understand how John D. and his ilk got us in this Pne mess, watch .www.youtube.com/watch

 To see how we the people can get ourselves out of this Pne mess. Read and/or peruse www.alcoholcanbeagas.com  Every

neighborhood can have its own production and distribution center. The cost can be as low as 10 cents a gallon and alcohol

burns clean. Engines can last 3 times longer.
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Hello "Axkershaw" it appears Brazil has had great success with alcohol fueled vehicles. Of course, OTOH, they are cutting down

many forests to grow the ethanol sugar crops. Just the other day, I posted that sugar crops will someday fuel electric vehicles

directly, perhaps more edciently without going through the fermentation process, but they'll still have to cut down those forests

for sugar crop farmlands. en.wikipedia.org/.../Sugar_battery  ~~~ techfaster.com/sugar-battery  ~~~

www.extremetech.com/extreme/175137-sugar-powered-biobattery-has-10-tim..  ~~~

inhabitat.com/man-hacks-prius-to-run-on-san-francisco-muni-electric-bu..
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Somemo, axker , grulla, i believe the electric revolution would tank when people understand the true intentions of this current

junta . Cakes have a read here.. www.weforum.org/.../china-new-silk-road-explainer
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Have a read here on the current ethanol they been adding to the gas..I used to buy the higher octane gas to get away from the

supposed 10% they add to the lower octane gas...But with today's gas prices got little choice but to suck it up and add fuel

cleaners periodic to help offset the carbon deposits this Ethanol creates.. The antidote bring back the Orange man and let's

open up the dam spigots to lower the prices right across the

board...cleantechnica.com/2022/09/13/ethanol-burns-clean-but-creates-more-emis..
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM
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Yeah "seggy", that Silk Route, when applied to the China-EU railroad, is great provided it encourages international free trade, and

NOT internal domestic global NWO trade. Some of the countries now involved in E-W Silk route railroad shipping do not conform

to the popular railroad standard gauge of 4", 8 1/2" (1435mm), such as India with their 5'6" broad gauge and Russia and former

Soviet countries with their anti-military invasion gauge of ~5' (1520mm), which frustrated the invading Germans in WWI&II. So

far, the Silk Route railroad shipments have to be transferred from one track gauge railroad to another across Asia.

Once those kinks are ironed out, (if ever), then international railroad shipping and passenger service will be much more edcient.

And if the Interbering standard gauge railroad bridge or tunnel should ever be built, connecting North America with Asia and

beyond via Alaska and Siberia, then maybe we could benePt from Russia's national organic agriculture program, among many

other things. But I'm not holding my breathe, probably not in my life time. lol www.nychicagorr.org/interbering.html
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Karlaqh
Joined On 1/12/2013 7:13:00 AM
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They remain "'mystiPed' as to how Africa fared so well," because they cannot admit Sub-Saharan Africa has been taking ivermectin

since the 80's and it it prevented infection there just like the studies show in other countries. Note: South Africa choosing not to

participate in Merck's MDP (Mectizan [ivermectin] Donation Programme) beginning in the 90's would explain its current COVID deaths.

www.merck.com/.../mectizan .
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Segstar
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Thanks for the info..
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cakesjean
Joined On 9/10/2008 1:03:53 PM
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Karlaqh, a large proportion of the deaths were whites, who actively followed the propaganda in the media.
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Gardenbear
Joined On 5/17/2012 7:19:42 AM
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Words are insudcient to express that gratitude the world owes to you, Dr. Mercola, for bringing truths to light that the moguls try to

suppress. We need to know the truth if we are to not only survive but thrive.  The African people have been used and abused so much

that they no longer trust. That saved them from following the deadly recommendations of big pharma, which surely would have killed

them as happened with those who were not so cautious and followed the deadly recommendations.
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Joined On 7/1/2021 9:29:54 AM
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The most obvious explanation for the 'miraculous' escape of Africa from the clutches of Covid is that in much of that great Continent,

where our species Prst evolved, the sun is high in the sky all year round. This leaves people with large areas of skin exposed to

Ultraviolet (UVB) rays, necessary for the formation, from 7-dehydro-cholesterol, of the 'sunshine vitamin’ D3 (cholecalciferol).

Meanwhile melanin protects against sunburn. In other words, D-dePciency, so prevalent in the Northern Hemisphere especially among

people with dark skin, is much rarer in their stay-at-home brothers and sisters.

This was obviously not expected by the light-skinned vaccine-obsessed Bill Gates, or by his darker-skinned Ethiopian friend Tedros

Gabreyesus, Head of the WHO. They have clearly not been told that Vitamin D is absolutely central to the function of the body’s Natural

Immune System. Instead, with cheers from Big Pharma, their policy of vaccination for all possible diseases, whether natural, or (as

with Covid-19) man-made, must progressively lower levels of the reservoir form of vitamin D, calcifediol, aka 25-hydroxyD3.

You do not need a trial of any kind to prove this, because of the way vitamin D works. There are some 1000 genes (3% of our genome)

switched on by activated vitamin D, calcitriol, (aka 1,25(OH)2D3), which incidentally acts on target tissues in concert through another

co-receptor, with vitamin A (retinol). This activation includes many genes in cells of the immune system; and one of the most

important is that for the enzyme 24-hydroxylase, which converts 1,25(OH)2D3 to 1,24,25(OH)3D3, which is inactive.

This is a one-way process, from which I conPdently predict that complications, including death, from vaccines and pseudo-vaccines

beloved of Bill Gates et al, will get worse as winter up north progresses. This will apply especially to those not taking enough vitamin

D3 as supplements (5,000 Units/day) to maintain D levels well above 50 ng/ml (125nmol/l).
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is anyone else as skeptical as I am about the general public making any correlation between Africa and their LACK of participation in

the vaccine campaign and their phenomenally low infection and death rates? Of course NOT! The blind will follow the blind right over

the cliff.
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Well carry on doing your bit to enlighten those willing to listen. Every little helps.
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MrPOrangi
Joined On 7/18/2009 12:58:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Didn't the same happen with polio when polio naturally waned in unVd Africa at the same time as it waned in America who were saved

by their wonderful safe and effective jabs. Evil has inPltrated everywhere
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Yes, We have three very important factors: 1) how vaccines aggravate the polio problem, as is happening with the Covid-19

"vaccine". 2) how exposure to DDT or other contaminants may have contributed to the polio epidemic. 3) how the immune

system is the basis of health and minimizing the risk of poliomyelitis. As Dr. Mercola reports, Scobey investigated the evidence

showing the contagion of polio and spoke about how research into the complex causes of the disease had been decapitated

once "odcial" opinion was declared. Among other things, he stated the following: “Unrestricted polio research came to an

abrupt halt when this disease legally became a communicable disease.

However, dePnite progress was being made toward solving the problem before public health law made polio a disease caused

by germs or viruses. For example, toxicologists and bacteriologists have reported that polio could be caused by both organic

and inorganic poisons, as well as bacterial toxins. "Our current knowledge of possible methods of contagion is based almost

entirely on work done in this city at the Rockefeller Institute," which links to Scobey's meta-analysis "The Cause of Polio Poison

and Obstructions to Research" . pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/14847781  http://whale.to/a/scobey2.html
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Alarmingly, at the time of its popularity, DDT was considered not only "safe and effective" but also good for the prevention of

polio. However, the opposite could be true, and DDT could have been a major contributing factor to the "polio epidemic." The

evidence is that the Rockefeller family, in many ways, has laid the foundation for modern medicine as we know it, funding the

research that fostered the medical school curricula that helped shape medicine. think in a way that helps them earn more

money. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/polio-pesticides-ddt-science/  (03/07/22) As always to the “saviors”, the Rotary

Foundation launched the “Global Polio Eradication Initiative (GPEI)”, with the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation as the main

funding institute.

With billions of dollars spent on GEPI globally, with many intensive campaigns to inoculate people, especially children, with OPV,

we are inoculating the world with more vaccine-derived poliovirus in nature. How exaggerated the article Eradicate polio is

becoming a hoax that the world cannot wake up from, since we have invested so much money, emotion, effort and dedication in

it, even though we know that the train is going the wrong way? childrenshealthdefense.org/.../polio-vaccines-resurgence

 (08/15/22)
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Ample evidence suggesting that poisoning, either by lead arsenate, DDT, or later, the toxic ingredients in the polio vaccines

themselves, is the most credible explanation for the paralytic symptoms and deaths that were labeled "polio." ". ” In fact, one of

the early luminaries of public health, Bernard Greenberg, founding chair of the department of biostatistics at the University of

North Carolina School of Public Health, testiPed before Congress that vaccination against polio had "increased by polio cases in

reality" and that "the misuse of statistical methods had made the opposite seem true."

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/vaccine-injury-cover-up-covid-vacc..  (07/27/22)
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artgreenberg1
Joined On 10/6/2014 7:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Chlorine Dioxide from activated sodium chlorite 25% and weak HCL 5% would solve a lot of Africa's problems. It is a cheap and

effective water puriPer and safely kills viruses, bacteria, fungi and other microbes when used correctly. Cholera and Malaria would

become a thing of the past. The problem is that is has been suppressed and viliPed by big pharma.
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PeaceIsExpensive
Joined On 10/23/2022 12:37:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Their vitamin D is probably very high. And most African countries don't need an excuse to oppress their people. With all the evidence

of the high risk, low benePt of the vax, pushing it proves they're not interested in health, only control.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

It's very easy why. They did not succumb to the false COVID testing. Since the beginning COVID testing was slanted by adding 4

standard cold coronaviruses to the test. At least two of these were colds you barely would know you had. Don't believe me, search how

the US blood donor organizations found the same thing and STOPPED all testing when giving blood.
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dpr8665
Joined On 5/31/2021 5:20:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In Uganda (and much of Africa) HCQ is available OTC and a high percentage of the population take it weekly as prophylaxis against

malaria and other parasitic illnesses. It was the standard of care from 2003 until 2019, with no (legitimate) reason given for it being

withdrawn. Doctors who prescribed it for covid early treatment report virtually no hospitalizations or deaths.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have a friend from Nicaragua who said that Ivermectin was readily available for people there, and that they took it for the au. I

haven't veriPed her claims, but she insisted that Nicaragua wasn't hit as hard by Covid because many of the citizens there took

Ivermectin.
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my_RNA_DNA
Joined On 4/26/2021 9:21:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's because they didn't use the fake PCR tests. No testing = no pandemic. PCR testing is one big guess. In order to support a fake

pandemic, you need a testing method that is at least 95% edcient...and there is no test that meets that standard. Thus the pandemic

inventors screwed up again...as they do with every fake pandemic.
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Plus through those fake testing China now have many of our DNA so they tweak their garbage to infect, control and destroy a

certain race or demographics.. And while the world is Pxated on 5G , they have launched their 6G satellite right after the 2020

US election which is about 100 times faster than 5G ... Apparently this can control both man and machine which begs the

question what else is in those shots.!??
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And why encourage healthy people to get tested for Covid, especially if the data shows that "asymptomatic" people don't spread

the virus? It can only be to increase the number of "cases" and to spread fear. My husband's co-worker tested positive for Covid

when she went to the ER for an unrelated ailment. Couldn't return to work for 2 months when she Pnally got a negative result.

Never had symptoms. So one healthy person counted as 8 cases because the data didn't report "individuals" that tested

positive, but instead counted positive tests, and even then most of those tests were likely false positives.
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Hotsocks
Joined On 7/9/2021 11:48:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Might have to do with their skin pigment and the strong UV sun rays there. The sun does feed our immunity. ****
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DouglasJack
Joined On 11/6/2010 10:06:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Campbell in his language, gives the WHO a 'nod', meaning he would be censored, if he didn't parrot their propaganda talking points

on the faux experimental, untested Emergency Use Authorization jab. The biggest sovereignty factor in central Africa, such as Uganda,

with successful high Ivermectin & Hydroxychloroquine is the economic self-sudciency with local village & regional trade, which

Africans have propagated. Nations like China have become the most signiPcant, non-exploitive trade partners & technology providers.

This makes the western war WHO agency, such as GAVI & other sterilizers, extractors & exploiters irrelevant. If false 'money' (Greek

'mnemosis' = 'memory') oligarch divided & conquered Turtle-Islanders (N. America) & European wish to stop being Euthanized in

eugenics at the rates we all see among those injured & dead around us, then we best follow Africa's self-sudciency lead. Like African

if we establish local ~100 (50-150) person Multihome-Dwelling-Complex (eg.

Apartment, Townhouse & Village) Circular Economies among ourselves, we, our children & neighbours will have sovereign options not

to jab & be jabbed & injured for social-economic participation. 'DO-WE-KNOW-WHO-WE-ARE-/' 'indigenous' (Latin 'self-generating')

Cataloguing, Mapping, Accounting & Communication cultural economy practices is a Community-Economy web-software for

animating the Multihomes where 70% of us live. "Do-we-know-who-we-are-?"

sites.google.com/site/indigenecommunity/structure/9-do-we-know-who-we-..  is inspired by African indigenous traditions.

Here's West African musicians, singers, Falumi Prince & Harry Belafonte with 'Turn the World Around', 'Do-we-know-who-we-are-?'

lyrics from which we draw indigenous 'community' (L 'com' = 'together' + 'munus' = 'gift-or-service') 'economic' (Greek 'oikos' = 'home' +

'namein' = 'care-&-nurture') knowledge. www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Harry+belafonte+Turn+the+World+around  If video is

suppressed Google title
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ianmac
Joined On 9/10/2007 9:55:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've been blind! I thought that the control group in Africa only proved the ineffectiveness of the vaccine.- But it also proves that the

sudden excess death situation is NOT a strange coincidence. Just look at the graph for the death rate in Africa where they have only

6% vaccination. www.macrotrends.net/.../death-rate  This uses data from the United Nations. Compare it with graphs of the death rate

in the USA or UK. Where is the leap in excess deaths?
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Momtad
Joined On 8/2/2021 9:54:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Time to move to Africa? If no travel, what happens to those countries and areas whose sole income is based on tourism?
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, the World Council for Health, a wonderful group of doctors from all over the world who care and have got together to work against

the likes of Tedros and the WHO to ensure they don't get away with helping the WEF and others who want to dominate the world and

everything on it, from succeeding in their intention to create a one world government with themselves in charge. Thank you Dr.

Mercola for always putting out good info.
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Ronmus
Joined On 7/20/2020 7:26:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

IVM and HCQ....two drugs used for decades to combat malaria and River Blindness. Both seem to work as preventive measures for the

coronavirus. One other area, outside the contonent of Africa, with little COVID deaths...Uttar Pradesch Province, India....200M pop.
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ros81171
Joined On 5/29/2014 1:02:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

for the same reason I did not become infected by malaria HYDROXYCHLOROQUINE I took it weekly for 6 weeks while traveling in

Africa and earlier my father took it weekly for the 8 years he was an advisor in I Corps Vietnam *** I bought it OTC *** Now WE are

treated as criminals if even the word Ivermectin and Hydroxy are mentioned In none of the hysteria over the new variant is there any

thought about use of therapeutic protocol *** The GENOCIDE at some point will be exposed and NOBODY will be held accountable for

it but God sees it all and is NOT mocked for WE are all His creation
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ghenn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jacaroni pointed out the error in my numerical Pgures, thank you for that. I then did a search for clariPcation:

worldpopulationreview.com/countries   For a good look at population: worldpopulationreview.com/countries   From this it BRIC ed the

4 major countries together, Brazil, Russia, India & China. Maybe the genocide is strictly egotistical with a layer of racism. I read many

still wondering about why Africa was spared  maybe it’s the higher amounts of sunlight the people are subjected to and the vitamin D

produced. Caucasian’s are couch bound at the tube, rather than out foraging to survive. This still does not answer the targeting of the

caucasian’s as the primary genocide effort. Thanks Jackaroni (sp)
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The more educated and entitled a people feel, probably the more didcult it is to control them; also as pension funds have been

robbed blind and most Western countries are in massive debt to banks, if their population are reduced, there'll be fewer very

angry people left high and dry...The bulk of Africans don't have insurance or pension policies, plus they are cheap labour, and as

the video detailed, are badly affected in many countries by malnutrition and dirty water sources and maleria has always been a

problem...nutrition and dirty water are mainly due to uncaring Western businesses having encouraged corrupt African leaders to

force the people in many African countries to grow mono cash crops for Western consumption,

Instead of their varied subsistence planting of old, the lack of the old system of local food production has lead to many deaths

from malnutrition...Also, the West is messing with the weather all over the planet with geo-engineering, possibly the cause of

some droughts?...there's been geo-engineering to some extent since the 2nd WW...So there you have a few possible answers as

to why Africa hasn't had bad covid, they didn't get all the wonderful health services the West got, plus they don't trust us at all,

what with the lousy track record Western colonialists had and still have. I've lived there for forty years.
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm treating this as loose talk and rumor but here goes. A voice within a Zoom meeting I attended yesterday evening said that Kevin

McCarthy's concession to the holdout Republicans is an agreement to pursue term limits on Capitol Hill. One can dream, right?!

Elsewhere, the reader summarizes the last year. Will 2023 become volume II? With attribution to Celia Farber:

twitter.com/StavromulaBeta/status/1609190623332139008?s=20&utm_sou..   R.I.P Jeff Beck
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beachguy
Joined On 7/11/2010 11:19:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For how many decades have we heard that Africa needs mosquito netting and clean drinking water? I'm not blaming anyone, but how

can something this simple to address still be a problem?
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I suspect your question was rhetorical not inquisitive. A decade or so ago Jim Humble and/or his cohorts told of the story that

somewhere in sub Saharan Africa they gave MMS to malaria infected victims. The Red Cross with their pharmaceutical

methods muscled them out of there because even the worst of the patients had made a near total recovery in a matter of hours.

The Red Cross agents also did their best to deny and disappear the story.
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Antoninpius
Joined On 12/12/2020 12:11:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Absolutely! I mean, mosquito netting??? Can't be terribly expensive and certainly, something that could and should have been

supplied in copious amounts for decades! Clean drinking water should have been a problem solved many many years ago!
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nobody gives anything for "free" these days..If and when they give with one hand, they extend the other hand to collect..Suspect

a VERY large part of this is highly dependent on economics, particularly the ROI..
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pjmauigirl
Joined On 4/14/2021 12:00:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Now I would like to see the excess deaths numbers from Africa for the past two years. Bet they aren't having 'sudden adult death

syndrome,'
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unfortunately, not many are carrying life insurance, the true keepers and auditors of those stats.
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Mercola_Fan
Joined On 1/11/2009 12:28:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The parasitic bio weapons are fought with anti-parasitic supplements. Never trust the Gov't! Never trust creators of vaxes like Dr.

Malone who is suing anyone who stands against him. He's said that, "Died Suddenly" is a lie!
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BicycleBoy
Joined On 6/26/2007 12:32:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The argument from the vax side is that the average age in Africa is lower and the younger population survives covid much better. This

argument also can be used to point out that most of the covid victims were older and/or with other health problems and do not need a

pandemic to explain their death. Instead of the vax, these compromised individuals need an improvement to their health not the extra

attack on the immune system caused by the vax. In addition it is not clear who is dying the vax or unvax since the reporting is so

biased by the funding interchange between government taxes and pharma drug $. This money is supporting the media messaging and

hospital covid vaccine reimbursement schedule.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We could also ask why the death rate of middle aged and younger people has increased so dramatically in countries with high

rates of vaccination, but not in Africa.
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The video is evidence of anothe crime against humanity. Ugandans need clean water, a cure for malaria and microscpoes. Andreas

Kalcker documents in his book "Forbidden Health" that there was a test done in Uganda by an adliate of THE Red Cross using chlorine

dioxide, ClO2, as a treatment for malaria. The trial was 100% effective by microscopic examination. The malaria bug can be seen

under a microscope unlike any virus or antibodies, so a test positive or negative is guaranteed. The book is hard to Pnd. Amazon and

others banned it, but it is available through Clean Hands NJ.

cleanhandsnj.com/shop/ols/products/book-forbidden-health-english-versi..  It is also available in the original Spanish. "Salud

Prohibida" Kalcker also did a study in Ecuador curing 100 patients of Covid. The YouTube videos of the ClO2 test in Uganda are gone.

Surprise! Chlorine dioxide also treats water very effectively. It is used around the world for water treatment. It is part of blood

treeatment to clean blood donations of HIV, and other ifectious agents. It kills the pathogens & leaves the blood usable. Ugandan Red

Cross squelched the test and its results.

As almost everywhere bureaucrats& So, Red Cross uses ClO2 to treat blood donations but does not wnat to administer ClO2 to

humans to treat their blood in situ. Corporations work for the billionaire class, not the 99%. I make my own ClO2 per Kalcker's

procedure. He has videos. I use muriatic acid at 34% HCl available in any hardware store, diluted in small quantities 7 parts H2O 1 part

acid. Sodium hypochlorite aakes 80% is available by internet. 30g NaClO2 to 70g H2O. You have 4% HCl & 24% NaClO2. Kalcker has

instructions in his book and on videos on his site on YouTube. www.youtube.com/watch
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As most on this site are aware, Trump promoted chlorine dioxide, hydroxychloroquine and ivermectin. He also called the

American soldiers killed in WWI "Suckers and fools". That is why the billionaire class has left off supporting him. He cannot

keep his mouth shut about things the 99% should not know. That soldiers are "suckers and fools" is what the 1% think , but they

know enough not to say it, especially on media. If the 99% no longer cooperate , the game is over for the billionaire class. The

billionaire class also want to keep all the best methods to prolong life to themselves. They want us to die at 75; while they live to

150. That is one reason they do not like Mercola, especially since the comments section is loaded with informed critical

thinkers.
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Trump also signed "Operation Warp Speed".
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

axkershaw, my regrets for not noticing your contribution earlier today. Your reporting of the same story more than two hours

prior to mine was more solid and detailed, giving the reader useful functional information. You're in Ecuador, right? I wonder,

health wise what is the tradeoff between rarePed air (less O2) and more sunshine. Or am I wrong about the abundant sunshine?
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I remember the horrible things said against Dr. Stella Immanuel - the msm said she was possessed by demons...isn't that a joke!

www.bbc.com/.../world-africa-53579773  The covid experiment worked for many evil people...and now with the ban on gas stoves,

this will backPre cuz we ain't gonna take it no more....here is a song that comes to mind: John Lennon's: Power to the People

www.youtube.com/watch
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The people are like Dorothy in the Wizard of Oz. They wear the powerful ruby slippers, but just don't know their power; yet.
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With 4,000 Covid patents out there, aren't we expecting additional virulent viruses? How can the NIH /CDC rest on its laurels and stop

the cash cow paying their leaders, if they don't come up with more threatening viruses, and a "need" for more vaccines? Why would

they stop with the Wuhan virus?
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Off topic - but worth a look. "Are You Prepared For The Coming Economic Collapse And The Next Great Depression?"

 theeconomiccollapseblog.com
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Its really not off topic since the wuh au scamdemic set the table for the greater agenda to proceed. 2030 agenda simply is

executing moving forward
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Joined On 7/10/2020 4:19:08 PM
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Africa watch out: the Next initiative from Bill Gates is using abortion as population control. He failed with the vaccine imposition in

India, so now he and WHO set their evil sights on Africa.
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Of course, the evil scum won't refer to it as such. They will frame it as "Reproductive Health". I'm afraid that the majority of the

population will never see it for what it is.
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Canada's Trudeau is already using Euthanasia to get rid of people of all ages, 10,000 were euthanized last year alone, and

guidelines are being expanded to include even more people. The healthcare system might not provide you with the care you

need, but they will kill you to relieve your suffering.
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"Canada's Trudeau is already using Euthanasia to get rid of people of all ages, 10,000 were euthanized last year alone, and

guidelines are being expanded to include even more people." "Soylent Green", life imitating art.
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Har your spelling of the second word is incorrect...lol
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Har hint lol, you spelled Trudeau wrong... don't believe me ask Randy..I believe it is spelt TURDeau lolol
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Oh, I get it, except you see, I was quoting Jackaroni (please note quotation marks), so give the misspelling credit to them. :)
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Joined On 8/18/2022 5:05:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Corruption has no limits....they want all of us dead....the thing is the families and friends of these genocides will also suffer the same

consequences as everyone else. During the war the germans used jewish people to do their dirty work...when all the work was done,

all these people were also taken to the concentration camps.
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My doc told me if he prescribed ivermectin to us, that he would lose his license! Sadly, we didn’t get a scrip! But looking for a great

source online! Any ideas, Mercolians? Also, I’m convinced of this equationBig Farma (agricultural production) + Big Pharma = Disease

 It’s a win/win for the elites!
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Equine Ivermectin paste is as Ivermectin as it can get. It can actually be much purer than a prescription as there are no additives

or inactive ingredients. A tube treats a 1250 pound horse. The scale on the plunger usually reads in 50 lbs. increments. Just

dispense what you need for your weight. Cost less than 1/10th of a pill and haven't known anyone to start neighing yet.
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Africa did what I had recommended in April 2020
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Pal you got any recommendations for North America?
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Part of the script & show, no doubt, driving where the psychmeister sorcerers want the depersonalized & merchandised 'masses' to go.

Observe the false shepherd herders & the masses: do the opposite. 1 Thessalonians 5 KJB, and these nine apply: 'craftiness' & nine:

the number of fruit w/ the spirit received making all the difference concerning what that fruit will be: of transcendent tuth & life, or

merely creaturely, beastly, lies & death. Job 5:13 He taketh the wise in their own craftiness: and the counsel of the froward is carried

headlong. Lu 20:23 But he perceived their craftiness, and said unto them, Why tempt ye me?

1Co 3:19 For the wisdom of this world is foolishness with God. For it is written, He taketh the wise in their own craftiness. 2Co 4:2 But

have renounced the hidden things of dishonesty, not walking in craftiness, nor handling the word of God deceitfully; but by

manifestation of the truth commending ourselves to every man's conscience in the sight of God. Eph 4:14 That we henceforth be no

more children, tossed to and fro, and carried about with every wind of doctrine, by the sleight of men, and cunning craftiness, whereby

they lie in wait to deceive;
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Why? A question arises for analysis; but looks at it as if it is something that occurs naturally. This is almost like trying to guess if the

answer is behind curtain #1, #2 or #3. When in fact it is not behind any, it is un-natural and is more in line with what they label

conspiracy theory’ and the science comes from a test tube, not mother nature. The answer dances in front of the closed mind’s and

that is what our hidden wizard relied upon, that and the willingness of individuals to sell out humanity for little more than a lolly pop.

One traitor buys up American farmland on a massive scale. Other’s secure farmlands in South America, and the fertile parts of Europe.

If I am correct the Ukraine supplies a very large portion of grain to the rest of the world. Farmland, what is it used for? To feed people

and where are all these people 75% exist in China, the other 25% populate the rest of the planet. If you reposition the 75% over the

entire planet it is still 3 times as populated as it previously was. Did China suffer from the covid boogie man, no. What was displayed

for the rest of the world amounted to a grain of sand in the dessert’s of the world. Why not Africa? The answer to that facet is religion

and bigotry. The mastermind behind this Pnal culmination of global dominance has a generational inherited racism for the Caucasian,

hence the sparing of it’s deemed own kind.

BO, used by other globalist to enact the master plan of dominance while satisfying his need to squash the Caucasian. His spirit is

mirrored by those that wore white sheets and, again used religion and ignorance to justify their ignorant racism. What will be the

outcome? That depends upon how open minded the observer’s are. The peoples of the earth need to unite, not in established global

regime’s; but as free people’s and remove the totalitarian sickness from humanity and yes that entails extermination of that which is

cancerous to humanity.
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You might want to recheck your numbers. China only has 18% of the world's population.

www.worldatlas.com/articles/countries-by-percentage-of-world-populatio..
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I would venture to guess that Africa doesn't have the 5G "service" that the 1st world is "blessed" with...Turn us again O LORD God of

hosts cause thy face to shine and we shall be saved ps. 80:19
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You might be surprised to know Africa do have 5G service.. techcabal.com/.../5g-in-africa

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/12/2023 11:56:41 AM

( Like  ) Dislike

 

cakesjean
Joined On 9/10/2008 1:03:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

destatongmail South Africa was the Prst country in the Southern African region to launch 5G, and has since been joined by a

handful of countries: Seychelles, Zimbabwe, Botswana, Mauritius, Madagascar, and Togo.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/12/2023 2:06:44 PM
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A lot of countries are way ahead of the USA in 5G and their life expectancy is way higher. They also had way fewer deaths from

covid19.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/12/2023 5:54:02 PM

( Like  ) Dislike

 

ttbeets
Joined On 11/16/2022 8:37:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So why doesn't this article address the topic given - "Why has COVID sparred Africa?" I get more info from the comments than the

article.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/12/2023 8:34:29 AM
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Joined On 12/25/2012 3:44:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Covid is mainly a problem for the elderly. In the U.S., the average age of people who die from Covid is 81 y.o. Most countries in Africa

have a very small percentage of people over the age of 65.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/12/2023 2:36:33 PM
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good point. However, Japan and S. Korea have a huge eldery population. Their life expectancy is like 85 and that's an average.

Women are expected to live to near 90 YEARS OLD! Yet, they have a very low Covid19 death rate. I think it is more to do with

lifestyle and diet. Those people WALK a lot! Their diets are WAY better than American's. They eat very little fast food and they

eat a lot of seafood which is very high in zinc, omega-3's DHA/EPA, & vit-D. All of that is critical in maintaining a healthy immune

system and reducing inaammation.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/12/2023 5:50:32 PM
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Joined On 12/25/2012 3:44:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@Arlen1. Also a good point. Not all old people die from Covid exposure. By now it should be clear to everyone that the main risk

factors for bad Covid outcomes are: 1. Being very unhealthy. 2. Being very old. Japan and Sweden fared well during the

pandemic. What I am curious about is why did Peru fare so poorly, along with Southeastern Europe and Southern U.S.?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/12/2023 6:37:08 PM
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brodiebrock12
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Add as Friend  Send Message

For the love of God...when will all the repeating articles and knowing end and accountability for it all begin. The redundancy is beyond

deafening. We KNOW all of this for how long now?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/12/2023 8:42:29 AM
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Perhaps you will see my post as being a bit more relevant and to the point.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/12/2023 8:49:35 AM
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My concern is not the knowing RF...it's way past that. It's in the actual ending of the allowed shifting narrative put out by the very

same people in all the same positions doing this to humanity continuously. Its not like we don't know who they are either, and

yet they simply continue and allowed too and we get to offer our opinions as if we are justiPed in some way in knowing what

they are doing. Its beyond deafening as I mentioned. I could care less if all of us know exactly what happened and is happening.

Anyone paying attention KNOWS The issue is there is ZERO accountability anywhere to be seen. Its simply allowed to continue

day after day, month after month and year after year. Knowing is one thing and important, but seriously...

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/12/2023 9:19:08 AM
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Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You have a point, but it is cathartic. Kinda like a support group:)

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/12/2023 10:45:34 AM
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Hey Brodie. I get it, but we still have people (15+ year old members) on this forum who don't know that after 48 hours the article

is taken down from the website and is put in Dr. Mercola's substack. We are almost 3 years into this and we still have about 10%

of the forum members that are not aware of this. IMHO, I think that is why we keep seeing the repetitive nature of these reports.

For example, I posted links to Walgreens Covid-19 Index that shows LIVE data that the unvaccinated have the LOWEST infection

rates and it wasn't until about the 4th time I posted that link that someone responded with total shock. That person is a regular

commentor on the forum, but overlooked that information I provided 4 previous times. It's the nature of the beast.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/12/2023 11:22:14 AM
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Segstar
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Brodie sounds like the repetition of articles and especially those long and winded posts are gittin to yer lol.. Sometime it's good

to take ah much needed break :)
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brodiebrock12
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Seg there are times for sure in this era we are in lol. Fortunately, I am blessed with healthy outlets and distractions to keep an

even keel :) I am a tad anal on accountability for certain. Always have been and that is never going away...
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Segstar
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Yep it is indeed super to have outlets to let out steam..I have a few myself, humor, good music, good company surrounded by

good foods topped off with me fave fermented grape juice..I know the latter is as evil as it gets, but I like to swim amongst

sharks if you git me drift. life's to short as it, heck I only want about 300 good healthy years, the rest afterwards is gravy...Cheers
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